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Can anyone trust the tobacco industry?

Lately, the tobacco industry has engaged in an expensive public relations offensive designed to portray itself as a reformed industry. Because it has reformed, the industry implies, it should not be judged by its past actions. Leaving aside the fact that the tobacco industry wishes to be absolved for 50 years of lies and deceptions without being held accountable for its behavior, how much has the industry really changed? Sadly, it has not changed at all.

How should governments, the media, and wider society regard the tobacco industry? Should we believe the cigarette makers’ claims to have reformed? Do they make good partners in health campaigns? Could their money play a useful role in funding youth prevention or scientific research? How seriously should politicians and journalists take the scientific and public policy arguments of tobacco companies? Above all, should anybody trust the tobacco industry?

In this report we show that denial, deceit, and obfuscation are the major tools of the tobacco trade. In almost every area they have touched, the cigarette makers have said one thing to the public and to governments, but in the privacy of their boardrooms, laboratories, and PR company offices they have said quite another. The great public controversy around smoking is not the result of honest people who simply have different views, but a carefully and expensively orchestrated campaign by tobacco companies determined to put profit before life.

The release of millions of pages of tobacco company internal documents as a result of litigation in the United States has offered the most startling insights into what really goes on inside Big Tobacco—including the major multinationals Philip Morris and British American Tobacco (BAT). We believe any citizen who takes the time to browse through the small sample we have chosen for this report will be repelled by what he/she learns about Big Tobacco.

We’ve changed!

Goodbye to Big Tobacco,
Welcome to Big Tobacco

Tobacco is already the biggest cause of premature death worldwide, and the human toll is projected to rise to 10 million per year before 2030. Against this background, the multinational tobacco companies are, with varying degrees of conviction, attempting to reposition themselves as part of the solution. Or as BAT says, it will offer “responsible behaviour in an industry that is often seen as controversial.”

This report demonstrates that tobacco companies are not responsible and should not be trusted, whatever their claims to new ways. The evidence shows they have not changed. We argue that tobacco companies’ false claims of change are intended to head off real change and therefore they should play no part in crafting the solution—including in the international negotiations for a World Health
Organization (WHO) Framework Convention on Tobacco Control. History shows that the overriding concern of the tobacco industry has been to wreck any attempt to contain the damage done by their products, and to push their products with a ruthless aggression that has amounted to a war on public health.

Those who argue that this time the industry truly has changed ignore its current behavior and the long history of Big Tobacco’s Trojan overtures.

These companies have not changed and therefore cannot erase decades of deceit with a new PR strategy, however expensive and clever. No credit should be given for now accepting the basics of smoking and health—like the fact that smoking causes cancer—when this has been established in the legitimate scientific literature for 40 years. Even today, some companies still deny this. No kudos should be given for admitting that nicotine is addictive, and then saying that it is addictive in the same way the Internet or shopping can be. No one should welcome the tobacco industry’s youth antismoking campaigns, a cynical attempt to make smoking seem more grown-up and even more appealing to youth. As our closing chapter shows, the companies continue to fight over every inch of territory in the battle for the truth about tobacco. They have abandoned absurd and untenable positions that were opening them to mounting ridicule and courtroom hazards, and conceded nothing more.

After reviewing in 2000 all the new postures adopted by Philip Morris, BAT, Japan Tobacco, Imperial Tobacco, and Gallaher, the UK House of Commons Health Committee summarized the supposed change of approach:

It seems to us that the companies have sought to undermine the scientific consensus until such time as that position appears ridiculous. So the companies now generally accept that smoking is dangerous (but put forward distracting arguments to suggest that epidemiology is not an exact science, so that the figures for those killed by tobacco may be exaggerated); are equivocal about nicotine’s addictiveness; and are still attempting to undermine the argument that passive smoking is dangerous.1

Why do we not accept that Big Tobacco has changed?

The tobacco companies have not changed or even started to rehabilitate themselves. When it comes to erasing the record of 40 years of deceit, the remedial action being taken is simply not enough and not at all convincing. This is what we do know:

• The central objectives of the companies—to sell more tobacco and have more tobacco users—have not changed, only their appearances and PR strategy.
• The companies are still working to undermine legitimate evidence-based public health measures everywhere in the world.
• The companies continue to make deceitful and evasive statements in relation to smoking and disease, nicotine addiction, and passive smoking.
• The companies have merely accepted, grudgingly, a small number of selective facts that are beyond reasonable doubt. Even these have been accepted with new qualifications and distracting caveats.
• While claiming to have changed their marketing practices, the companies actually are increasing their marketing expenditures, often in ways most effective at reaching youth.
• The companies are still promoting bogus health campaigns that do not work.
• The companies continue to oppose regulation of their product in a manner similar to the regulation of other consumer products.
• No one in the industry has withdrawn any earlier false and misleading statements.
• No one in the industry has apologized, resigned, or been fired.
• The tobacco industry is in a “zero-sum game” with public health—every smoker who quits is a lost customer. Why should anyone expect the tobacco industry to work constructively against its own commercial interests?

The reality is that the tobacco industry has not really changed; it has only geared up its PR machinery. The tobacco industry continues to aggressively promote tobacco use in every corner of the globe. If history has taught us anything about the tobacco industry, it is that it will change only if it is forced to change, and that change will come only if imposed from outside. The Framework Convention on Tobacco Control could be that vehicle for change.

For more than 40 years the tobacco industry has known that the nicotine in cigarettes is addictive. Internally, the companies have long recognized that nicotine addiction is the prime reason that people continue to smoke. Publicly the companies have denied this, or, more recently, tried to fudge the definition of addiction. The industry maintains, however, that it has never been deceitful on the issue of nicotine and addiction: "We have not concealed, we do not conceal, and we will never conceal...[W]e have no internal research which proves that smoking...is addictive."2

Company documents suggest otherwise:

"We have, then, as our first premise, that the primary motivation for smoking is to obtain the pharmacological effect of nicotine."3

"Different people smoke for different reasons. But the primary reason is to deliver nicotine into their bodies. Nicotine is an alkaloid derived from the tobacco plant. It is a physiologically active, nitrogen-containing substance. Similar organic chemicals include nicotine, quinine, cocaine, atropine and morphine."4

"Let's face facts: Cigarette smoke is biologically active. Nicotine is a potent pharmacological agent. Every toxicologist, physiologist, medical doctor and most chemists know that. It's not a secret."5

Rather than being involved in the selling of cigarettes, the tobacco industry has very much seen itself, privately at least, as being in the business of selling nicotine in the most appealing way possible:

"Nicotine is addictive. We are, then, in the business of selling nicotine—an addictive drug effective in the release of stress mechanisms."6

"In a sense, the tobacco industry may be thought of as being a specialized, highly ritualized, and stylized segment of the pharmaceutical industry. Tobacco products uniquely contain and deliver nicotine, a potent drug with a variety of physiological effects."7

"It may be useful, therefore, to look at the tobacco industry as if for a large part its business is the administration of nicotine (in the clinical sense)."8

"...BAT should learn to look at itself as a drug company rather than as a tobacco company."9

Although the tobacco industry has fought government efforts to regulate cigarettes as drug-delivery devices, in private that is exactly how they see their product:

"The cigarette should be conceived not as a product but as a package. The product is nicotine...Think of the cigarette pack as a storage container for a day's supply of nicotine...Think of a cigarette as a dispenser for a..."
A cigarette as a ‘drug’ administration system for public use has very, very significant advantages: Speed. Within 10 seconds of starting to smoke, nicotine is available in the brain. Before this, impact is available, giving an instantaneous catch or hit, signifying to the user that the cigarette is ‘active’. Flavour, also, is immediately perceptible to add to the sensation. Other ‘drugs’ such as marijuana, amphetamines, and alcohol are slower and may be mood dependent.”

The companies continue to deny that they can or do manipulate nicotine levels in cigarettes. Their internal documents say otherwise. The nicotine level of cigarettes “...was not obtained by accident... [W]e can regulate, fairly precisely, the nicotine and sugar levels to almost any desired level management might require.”

The companies recognize that by publicly admitting that nicotine is addictive, they would undermine their argument that people’s decision to continue smoking as ‘free choice’ if the person was ‘addicted’.”

In addition, Philip Morris conducted studies in rats demonstrating that nicotine is self-administered by rats and has other hallmark properties of addictive substances.”

The companies realize that reducing and/or eventually eliminating nicotine from tobacco products will cause smokers to quit: “If, as proposed above, nicotine is the sine qua non of smoking, and if we merely accept the allegations of our critics and move toward reduction or elimination of nicotine in our products, then we shall eventually liquidate our business. If we intend to remain in business and our business is the manufacture and sale of dosage forms of nicotine, then at some point we must make a stand.”

“...[T]he primary motivation for smoking is to obtain the pharmacological effect of nicotine. In the past, we at R&D have said that we’re not in the cigarette business, we’re in the smoke business. It might be more pointed to observe that the cigarette is the vehicle of smoke, smoke is the vehicle of nicotine, and nicotine is the agent of a pleasurable body response.”

The companies realize that reducing and/or eventually eliminating nicotine from tobacco products will cause smokers to quit: “If, as proposed above, nicotine is the sine qua non of smoking, and if we merely accept the allegations of our critics and move toward reduction or elimination of nicotine in our products, then we shall eventually liquidate our business. If we intend to remain in business and our business is the manufacture and sale of dosage forms of nicotine, then at some point we must make a stand.”

“It has been suggested that cigarette smoking is the most addictive of habits—that nicotine is the most addictive drug. Certainly large numbers of people will continue to smoke because they are unable to give it up. If they could they would do so. They can no longer be said to make an adult choice.”

So publicly, the industry argues that nicotine is important for taste or flavor and that nicotine is not addictive:

“The claim that cigarette smoking causes physical dependence is simply an unsupported attempt to find some way to differentiate smoking from other behavior...The claims that smokers are ‘addicts’ defy common sense and contradict the fact that people quit smoking every day.”

“Those who term smoking an addiction do so for ideological—not scientific—reasons.”

These denials culminated in U.S. Congressional hearings in 1994 when the chief executive officers of the seven largest American tobacco companies all testified that nicotine is not addictive:

“I do not believe that nicotine is addictive.”

“I believe nicotine is not addictive.”

“I believe nicotine is not addictive.”

In the late 1990s, as these damning internal documents came to light, the companies responded by trying to fudge and change the definition of addiction—which they now apply to such activities as shopping or the Internet:

“The definition of addiction is wide and varied. People are addicted to the Internet. Others are addicted to shopping, sex, tea, and coffee. The line I would take is that tobacco isn’t addictive but habit forming.”
3. Advertising

The tobacco industry has always maintained that the only function of advertising is to persuade smokers to switch between brands and that advertising does not affect overall consumption.

Clive Turner from the Tobacco Advisory Council reiterates the industry line:

"Certainly no tobacco advertising is concerned with encouraging non-smokers to start or existing smokers to smoke more and it seems blindingly obvious that, unless you are a smoker, tobacco advertising or sponsorship has absolutely no influence whatsoever in persuading or motivating a purchase."

(Philip Morris, 1993)

But according to advertising executive Emerson Foote, former CEO of McCann-Erickson, which has handled millions of dollars in tobacco industry accounts:

"The cigarette industry has been artfully maintaining that cigarette advertising has nothing to do with total sales. This is complete and utter nonsense. The industry knows it is nonsense. I am always amused by the suggestion that advertising, a function that has been shown to increase consumption of virtually every other product, somehow miraculously fails to work for tobacco products."

(1986)

Inadvertently supporting this view is Gareth Davies, chief executive of Imperial Tobacco, who while commenting on a proposed advertising ban in the United Kingdom said:

"Obviously I am very much against anything that tries to reduce consumption of a legal product that is used by adults."

(1997)

In fact, the industry is terrified of not being able to advertise. According to Philip Morris:

"Advertising is critical to our ability to expand the geographical presence of our brands and sustain their premium image."

(Philip Morris, 1993)

A Philip Morris document from 1990 discusses the dangers facing the industry:

"The pressure against us is growing at a frightening speed... It's quite possible that unless we change our whole approach very quickly, and start using our resources in a much more intelligent fashion, we will find that within 12 months we could well lose our advertising and sponsorship, and a good deal of our marketing, freedoms in most of our major markets... Defeat, like fear, is contagious. Once people sense surrender is in the air, the collapse of the whole operation can come with enormous rapidity. The collapse of South Vietnam is a graphic case in point."

The document suggests a "plan of action for winning this war," including:

"Go on the offensive through imaginative advocacy advertising campaigns, using leading figures around the world who will put the best arguments on a range of issues... Fortify and widen the range of coalitions to oppose both advertising and sponsorship bans."
The reason why advertising is so important is that

"If one takes the pessimistic view of present trends, the tobacco industry could lose almost all its political clout within two years. Overstated? Not really. If you take away our advertising and sponsorship, you lose most, if not all, of your media and political allies...We could well be in this position within two years, or even less, if the pace of present restrictions worldwide continues. It doesn't take much imagination to see what this would mean for our share price, not to mention our reputation...Compared to the billions we could lose, our present commitment to recovering both commercial, political and, not least, moral ground is, to put it baldly, pitiful. The time to get on top of this deteriorating situation is now."28

Fritz Gahagan, who once worked as a marketing consultant for the tobacco industry, offers some insight into how the tobacco industry has dealt with one of its most intractable dilemmas:

"The problem is, how do you sell death? How do you sell a poison that kills 350,000 people per year, 1,000 people a day? You do it with the great open spaces...the mountains, the open places, the lakes coming up to the shore. They do it with healthy young people. They do it with athletes. How could a whiff of a cigarette be of any harm in a situation like that? It couldn't be--there's too much fresh air, too much health--too much absolute exuding of youth and vitality—that's the way they do it."29

Most tobacco advertisements have absolutely nothing to do with cigarettes, as these creative guidelines for Marlboro, the world's best-selling brand, demonstrate:

"Every Marlboro ad needs to be judged on the following criteria: story value, authenticity, masculinity, while communicating those enduring core values of freedom, limitless opportunities, self-sufficiency, mastery of destiny and harmony with nature."30

(Philip Morris, undated)

Sports sponsorship has proven to be a useful tool for the tobacco industry's attempt to associate smoking with health and athletic prowess. As one R.J. Reynolds executive put it:

"We're in the cigarette business. We're not in the sports business. We use sports as an avenue for advertising our products...We can go into an area where we're marketing an event, measure sales during the event and measure sales after the event, and see an increase in sales."31

(Philip Morris, 1990)

The World Cup tie-in has been extended to other places as well:

"As in Turkey, football is the most keenly followed sport in the Middle East. So we linked up with a leading Kuwait sports magazine, Al-Rayydi, to produce a quality World Cup guide—a 30-page special supplement aimed at young adult Arabs, with a promotion contained in it. Top prizes were VIP trips to the World Cup in Italy, with runner-up prizes of latest model large screen TVs...The look of the guide was colourful and pictorial, with Marlboro branding on each spread. And in the center was a prestigious 6-page promotional ad, appealing to Arab patriotism. A total of 260,000 copies of the guide were produced, making it the largest print run for a magazine in the Middle East."32

(Philip Morris, 1990)

Motor racing has been another key area for tobacco company sponsorships. The stated objective of the 1990 "Marlboro Superbike Show" in Taiwan was "to strengthen Marlboro's brand image in relation with excitement, vitality and masculinity, especially among young adult consumers."33

(Philip Morris, 1990)

"In Malaysia, local advertising restrictions prevent the effective use of the American cowboy in broadcast media. So, we have decided to utilize the Marlboro world of sports as an advertising vehicle in TV, outdoor and newspapers to build Marlboro's image around its international motorsport involvement..."34

(Philip Morris, 1990)
Barrie Gill, chief executive of Championship Sports Specialists Ltd, a sports sponsorship company, explains why tobacco companies are so interested in motor racing:

“It’s the ideal sport for sponsorship. It’s got glamour and worldwide television coverage. It’s a 10-month activity involving 16 races in 14 countries with drivers from 16 nationalities. After football it’s the Number One multinationalsport. It’s got total global exposure, total global hospitality, total media coverage and 600 million people watching it on TV every fortnight…It’s macho, it’s excitement, it’s colour, it’s international, it’s glamour….They’re there to get visibility. They’re there to sell cigarettes.”

A RJ. Reynolds document supports this view:

“Malaysia, Key Camel Issue 1989: Seed the brand with images of the contemporaneity, glamour and excitement of Formula One-motor racing.”

(R.J. Reynolds, 1989)

The tobacco companies also sponsor sporting federations when it suits their interests:

“To improve our sports allies we sponsored the Asia Pacific and Oceana Sports Assembly, and have since established a relationship with its president to review opportunities for sponsorship and to identify key sporting contacts by country. Recently this association provided access to Korea’s peak sporting associations.”

(R.J. Reynolds, 1989)

In addition to heavy sponsorship of sporting events and teams, the industry has other avenues for attracting young people:

“While sports is by far the best avenue to attract, sample and influence our core target smokers, it’s not the only way. International movies and videos also have tremendous appeal to our young adult consumers in Asia.”

(Philip Morris, 1990)

“[In Switzerland] Music is the second of our targeted promotional themes and Marlboro is involved in a big way. The real benefit of the concept is the quality of the personal contact which ensures that Marlboro and music are firmly linked in our target group’s mind.”

(Philip Morris, 1990)

“Each region conducted literally hundreds of local and regional promotions which ranged from art and music to academic awards and competitions. They are far too numerous to mention here. Most notable among the transnational promotions was the Philip Morris Superband of jazz musicians who performed in Australia, the Philippines, Japan and Canada, and a special Marlboro Superband that performed in four cities in Spain. The Superbands received exceptional media coverage in each market, including television and radio ‘specials’ in Australia, Japan and Spain.”

(Philip Morris, 1990)

Because advertising is so critical to the continued expansion of the tobacco industry, the companies have fought attempts to restrict or ban advertising in the areas they have targeted:

“A law prohibiting tobacco advertising was passed in Ecuador, but, after a mobilization of journalists from throughout Latin America and numerous international organizations, it was vetoed by the President.”

(Philip Morris, 1994)

“…By opening a dialogue followed by a few minor concessions, the industry can be saved from heavy legislation for at least two to three more years.”

(Philip Morris, 1976)

“An industry code will be written [for Pakistan]; so that it can be used as both a lobbying lever and an argument against not introducing formal legislation.”

(Philip Morris, 1994)

“…[C]omplete the removal of roadside cigarette hoardings [billboards] on the Dubai-Abu Dhabi road and capitalise on this minimum concession as an example of voluntary self-regulation by the Industry.”

(Philip Morris, 1992)

Over the past two decades, the companies have responded to increasing restrictions on tobacco advertising by engaging in “brand-stretching”:

“Opportunities should be explored by all companies so as to find non-
tobacco products and other services which can be used to communicate the brand or house name, together with their essential visual identities. This is likely to be a long-term and costly operation, but the principle is nevertheless to ensure that cigarette lines can be effectively publicised when all direct forms of communication are denied."

(BAT, 1979)

BAT has contemplated exploring "...the opportunities to cooperate with one another by beaming TV and radio advertising into a banned country." 

(BAT, 1979)

Meanwhile, in Lebanon, Philip Morris has planned some novel ways to advertise Marlboro: *Marlboro Tunnel Entrance Branding: Placement of Marlboro branding at the entrance of two major tunnels with 'Drive Safely' statements. Tunnel's illumination system to be provided by PM [Philip Morris] in return for the placement of previously mentioned (sic) signs.*

*Marlboro Pedestrian Bridge Branding: refurbishment of 5 pedestrian bridges within the Greater Beirut area in return for which MARLBORO branded signs would be placed with 'Walk Safely' statements...Marlboro 'Promenade' Benches: Placement of Marlboro branded benches on the most famous Beirut seaside promenade...Marlboro Road Signs: Placement of street signs in the Greater Beirut area in the major highways leading to key/central locations. Signs to also feature Marlboro branding.* Under the heading "Diversification Program," the company proposes to "Study the introduction of the Marlboro classics clothing line to Lebanon. This comes at a time when anti-smoking campaigns and activities are increasingly implemented."

(Philip Morris, 1993)
4. Agriculture and the International Tobacco Growers Association

The tobacco industry has adopted a two-pronged strategy which has involved (a) exaggerating the economic importance of tobacco and the impact of tobacco control activities on global demand and (b) misrepresenting the goals and programs of WHO. To carry out this strategy, the industry has worked directly, with sympathetic politicians and businessmen, and indirectly, through front organizations that it has created and funded. Much of the strategy has been coordinated by the companies through organizations such as the ICOSI (International Council on Smoking Issues), INFOTAB (International Tobacco Information Centre), and Agro-Tobacco Services.

By the late 1970s, the tobacco industry was arguing that

"Target countries should be made aware of...the long term threat anti-tobacco measures pose for their economy...We should approach the Grower Countries through our tobacco leaf buying connections and not through our cigarette manufacturing interests in the different countries. This has the advantage [that] the approach is made by the agricultural forces of the respective land, by people who themselves belong to the Third World, and not by an industry already under attack, by multinational enterprises who only care for their excessive profits." 

(BAT, 1979)

The industry identified "mobilization of the leaf industry, especially in developing countries," as one of two "viable pressure points" for "dealing with the WHO". (R.J. Reynolds, 1981).

Industry documents record that there was a need to "mobilize allies more effectively in the area of: Leaf growing, Advertising and News Media" (B&W, 1983) and to "mobilise global Agro-lobby." (INFOTAB, 1989)

An action plan was proposed for the 4th World Conference on Smoking and Health for "pre-emptive" action. It suggests:

"...oblique/indirect contact to be made with WHO governors from Third World countries to suggest to them that the extreme WHO antismoking position could be detrimental to the economic well-being of their countries." (ICOSI, 1979)

In the mid-1980s, the industry held a meeting with representatives of the international leaf dealers, asking them to help "neutralize" WHO’s activities. One of the industry presenters remarked that they would

"...like briefly to turn to the revised presentation which we will be making to selected Ministers of Agriculture and other Ministers. In these presentations we shall be highlighting the threats to their own tobacco industries from the WHO and other UN agencies, like UNCTAD and UNIDO... We will be emphasizing that the continuity of the attacks upon an industry so important to their country’s economy will be hard to stop or even reverse. We shall also be emphasizing the evangelical and biased nature of these attacks and the fact that they..."
ignore completely many of the problems which the Third World should be treating as priority problems, such as poverty, malnutrition, and housing... At an international level, would they be prepared to monitor, with the aid of their agricultural attaches accredit-ed to intergovernmental organizations (UN, EEC, etc.) and embassies in the major countries, the various antitobac-co activities that are being planned or carried out...[and] engage their advice and assistance in devising strategies and actions appropriate to neutralize or moderate such activities.\footnote{(INFOTAB, 1986)}

Philip Morris was obviously pleased with the results the industry was getting:

"We have also helped organize growers in a number of countries. With their assistance for example, the industry was instrumental in moving the Food and Agricultural Organization away from its antitobacco stance. Indeed, the FAO has made a 180-degree turn on this point. Countries, where we worked closely with the growers, and which were especially important in getting this change of position, include Malawi, Zimbabwe, Thailand, and Argentina."\footnote{(Philip Morris, 1985)}

And in Turkey, Philip Morris explained that:

"...we will...recruit and train a Corporate Affairs Manager. This individual will initially focus on identifying and developing relationships with the leaders of the 'seed to market' elements of the Turkish tobacco industry, learning about the decision making process of the government and building relationships with the decision makers, and seeking opportunities to cultivate quietly a positive corporate image for Philip Morris. Particular care will be taken in developing relations with leaders of the tobacco growers."\footnote{(Philip Morris, 1987)}

The International Tobacco Growers Association

By the late 1980s, when tobacco growers had not yet into a coherent voice for the industry, the major tobacco companies sought to "mobilise the Global Agro-Lobby"\footnote{(INFOTAB, 1989).} (The vehicle they devised, which is still very active, is the International Tobacco Growers Association, or ITGA:"

"Manufacturers, through INFOTAB, would 'control' the primary funding of the organisation, and would thus be able to ensure that it stuck to politics. The ITGA would have the clout to combat idiotic crop-substitution programs. The ITGA could 'front' for our third world lobby activities at WHO, and gain support from nations hostile to MNCs. The ITGA (pushed by us) could activate regional agriculture lobbies which are at present very weak and resistant to industry pressure."\footnote{(BAT, 1988)}"

"By providing the resources necessary to transform the ITGA from an introspective and largely ineffectual trade association to a pro-active, politically effective organization, the industry created the opportunity to capture the moral high ground in relation to a number of fundamental tobacco-related issues...The major planks of the agro-tobacco platform are (a) the economic benefits of tobacco production, particularly in developing countries, (b) the social benefits, such as employment in rural areas, and (c) the general agricultural development benefits arising from tobacco cultivation. The primary focus of the agro-tobacco lobby effort has been at the WHO and the FAO."\footnote{(BAT, 1991)}"

The level of control the companies wanted to exercise over ITGA's activities is revealed by a memo about the pilot issue of Tobacco Forum, which was to be published "quarterly under the ITGA banner." The publication "...is designed to be to be the voice of the agro-tobacco interests. The circulation list will include WHO and FAO officials, national Health and Agriculture Ministers, and some 2,400 key media contacts around the world,... "Tobacco Forum is a 100% Infotab product, and can thus guarantee an editorial content which is acceptable to our sponsor companies."\footnote{(BAT, 1990)}"

A BAT document noting that the "problem had been their lack of global organization and certainly their lack of funding" remarked that the "...support of the Growers will be invaluable in our continued battle with critics of the Industry. Indeed, we have already used them to help us brief both delegates to the WHA (World Health Assembly) and to the FAO. The only hope of them being able to operate effectively is with funding help."\footnote{(BAT, 1988)}"

The documents show that BAT funded ITGA:

"Your letter to Ulrich Herter has been sent to me as the funding of the International Growers Association is handled by British-American Tobacco Company. We are happy to subscribe the sum of 30,000 pounds with a number of conditions:

a) BATCo agrees to the programme of objectives for 1993
b) Mr Oldman does not visit Governments where BATCo has an operating company without our agreement
c) The progress against the objectives are [sic] reviewed after a period of six months
d) We would expect one substantial publication to be produced during the year.

Provided you are happy with the above, I suggest that David Bacon
discusses with Martin Oldman what the programme for 1993 is to be so that we can have prior agreement.\textsuperscript{64} (BAT, 1992) The ITGA has been a very useful tool of the industry for indirectly influencing governments: "...in cooperation with INFOTAB arranged for a letter from the International Tobacco Growers Association together with the June FAO Economic Impact of Tobacco Study to be anonymously distributed to key participants in the EMRO Executive Board meeting...in Tehran, Iran."\textsuperscript{65} (Philip Morris, 1989) "Through ITGA, 'lobby kit' containing FAO report on 'Economic Significance of Tobacco' and other economic impact data [was] provided to Latin American Ministers of Health and to participants at all six regional WHO meetings during month of September."\textsuperscript{66} (Philip Morris, 1989)

The ITGA will develop a lobby programme for targeted UK parliamentarians which, whilst not specifically linked to the recent ODA [Overseas Development Administration] developments, will seek to expand MPs' [Members of Parliament] knowledge and understanding of the concerns of tobacco growers particularly in developing countries.\textsuperscript{67} (BAT, 1991)

In 1991, Martin Oldman left his position as assistant secretary general of INFOTAB to become the head of Agro-Tobacco Services, the organization that coordinated much of ITGA’s activities: "The principal role of the new consultancy will be to control the international voice of agro-tobacco on behalf of its clients, ensuring that best use is made of the ITGA as a vehicle for targeted lobby activities. In particular, the consultancy will provide the co-ordination, facilitation, and motivation necessary to realise the full potential of the tobacco growers’ lobby...To date, considerable progress has been made in getting the growers’ voice heard in critical international fora such as the World Health Organization and the Food and Agriculture Organization. For example, the consultant has drafted a resolution debated at the 44th World Health Assembly and has mustered support from a number of tobacco-producing countries for a more balanced approach to socio-economic and environmental tobacco issues. In 1989, intensive lobbying in Rome caused the FAO to publish, despite the WHO’s vigorous objection, important reports on the economic significance of tobacco and on tobacco trade protection...Through the ITGA it will create and manage lobby opportunities. Of particular current importance are the World Health Organization, the Food and Agriculture Organization, the United Nations Economic and Social Council, and the World Bank. A number of upcoming international events, such as the 8th World Conference on Tobacco or Health, the 45th World Health Assembly and the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, are clearly also of importance...In conjunction with the ITGA, Agro-Tobacco Services will develop and implement action plans for each of the ITGA member organizations, develop new argumentation, and liaise with external allies. Whilst acknowledging local circumstances, individual action plans will be co-ordinated to meet the overall objectives of particular lobby initiatives.\textsuperscript{68} (BAT, 1991)

In the early 1990s, the ITGA achieved a number of their objectives" according to the documents. For example, "At the 45th World Health Assembly we succeeded in having a resolution passed which maintains the pressure on the WHO to acknowledge and deal with the negative socio-economic effects on tobacco producing countries which a successful Tobacco or Health program will induce. The Malawian led resolution gained support from a number of countries and countered the Executive Board’s earlier contention that the Director-General’s presentation of tobacco issues to ECOSOC in 1991 was an adequate response to the matters raised at the 44th WHA...With the adoption of the "Malawi Resolution," it would appear that we have succeeded in getting a full and proper acknowledgement of the concerns we have been voicing for several years. In this connection, our lobby of key diplomats in Geneva played an important, albeit unquantifiable role.\textsuperscript{69} (BAT, 1992/1993)

"This development is important for at least two reasons. Firstly, it formally extends the scope of the tobacco debate in UN agencies not inherently prejudiced by perceived health concerns...To the extent that we are able to contribute effectively to the debate on a wider front, the ambitions of the "Tobacco or Health" program may be thwarted, or at least modified."\textsuperscript{70} (BAT, 1992/1993) By 1995, Oldman was worried about the continuing funding and management of the ITGA: "There are...two issues which need to be resolved: (a) 'the management question', i.e. how best to provide effective control over the manufacturers’ interest in the ITGA and its activities as they relate to an ongoing agro-tobacco program, and (b) 'the funding question' i.e. how to ensure that the long-term of the ITGA can be maintained in the light of significantly reduced funding in 1996 and 1997 and the absence of any direct funding post-1997." In terms of the "Management Question," "Subscribers to the agro-tobacco program will wish to ensure that there is adequate control of the Associa-
tion’s activities insofar as they are related to the achievement of the program’s objectives...”

“Hitherto, [Agro Tobacco Services] has provided this facility, by acting as the manufacturers’/leaf dealers’ agent and by actively contributing to the program’s activities. It is envisaged that at least the steering function will have to be secured in some fashion although a more direct but discrete interface between the Association’s Secretariat and manufacturers/dealers might be feasible. It is certainly the case that there is less need for ‘hand-holding’ today than when the current arrangements were initiated. This said, it would be wise for there to be much less contact between the manufacturers/dealers in the future than exists at present.”

(BAT, 1995)

--

51 J. M. Hartogh, Letter to All Members of the ICOSI Working Group, enclosing a Memorandum by Dr. E. Bruckner, 26 June 1979, BAT Guildford Depository, Bates Number 100430043-47.
59 J. Bloxidge, Fax to Board Members, 11 October 1988, BAT Guildford Depository, Bates Number 502555416-7.
66 BAT, Meeting, 14 March 1991 at INFOTAB, BAT Guildford Depository, Bates Number 502555340.
5. Developing Countries

With smoking rates declining or peaking in the North, the multinational cigarette companies have looked to expand their operations in the developing world.

As Geoffrey Bible, the Chief Executive Officer of Philip Morris, put it in 1996: “We are still in the foothills when it comes to exploring the full opportunities of many of our new markets.”75

In the words of the head of BAT’s subsidiary in India: “Our primary aim is to expand the market for cigarettes. We have the responsibility, being market leader, to do so.”76

Children in developing countries present an extremely attractive target for the companies: “This is a market with tremendous potential. The rate of population growth is 2.2 percent each year, and 40 percent of the population is under 18.”77

But cheap labor is also certainly an attraction, as an R.J. Reynolds operations manager points out: “Turkey is very attractive from a manufacturing standpoint. The workweek is 45 hours, compared with only 37 in Germany. Utilizing three shifts, we can run our factory six days, 24 hours, without overtime.”78

Asia has been a major focus of expansion by the companies. “You know what we want,” says a tobacco executive. “We want Asia.”79

As the trade journal Tobacco Reporter has reported: “Tobacco use in the developed nations will trend down slightly through the end of the century, while in the developing countries use could rise by about three percent annually. A bright picture indeed! Not a smoke-free society, but continued growth for the tobacco industry.”72

One former tobacco marketing executive put it more bluntly: “They have to find a way to feed the monsters they’ve built. Just about the only way will be to increase sales to the developing world.”80

One BAT document outlines why this is so: “We should not be depressed simply because the total free world market appears to be declining. Within the total market, there are areas of strong growth, particularly in Asia and Africa; there are new markets opening up for our exports, such as Indo-China and the Comecon countries; and there are great opportunities to increase our market share in areas like Europe….This industry is consistently profitable. And there are opportunities to increase that profitability still further.”81

As the trade journal Tobacco Reporter has reported: “Tobacco use in the developed nations will trend down slightly through the end of the century, while in the developing countries use could rise by about three percent annually. A bright picture indeed! Not a smoke-free society, but continued growth for the tobacco industry.”72

One former tobacco marketing executive put it more bluntly: “They have to find a way to feed the monsters they’ve built. Just about the only way will be to increase sales to the developing world.”80

One BAT document outlines why this is so: “We should not be depressed simply because the total free world market appears to be declining. Within the total market, there are areas of strong growth, particularly in Asia and Africa; there are new markets opening up for our exports, such as Indo-China and the Comecon countries; and there are great opportunities to increase our market share in areas like Europe….This industry is consistently profitable. And there are opportunities to increase that profitability still further.”81

As Geoffrey Bible, the Chief Executive Officer of Philip Morris, put it in 1996: “We are still in the foothills when it comes to exploring the full opportunities of many of our new markets.”75

In the words of the head of BAT’s subsidiary in India: “Our primary aim is to expand the market for cigarettes. We have the responsibility, being market leader, to do so.”76

Children in developing countries present an extremely attractive target for the companies: “This is a market with tremendous potential. The rate of population growth is 2.2 percent each year, and 40 percent of the population is under 18.”77

(Philip Morris Turkey, 1997)

But cheap labor is also certainly an attraction, as an R.J. Reynolds operations manager points out: “Turkey is very attractive from a manufacturing standpoint. The workweek is 45 hours, compared with only 37 in Germany. Utilizing three shifts, we can run our factory six days, 24 hours, without overtime.”78

(1999)

Asia has been a major focus of expansion by the companies. “You know what we want,” says a tobacco executive. “We want Asia.”79

(1988)
The main country in Asia that the companies would like to gain access to is China, with its more than 300 million smokers and hundreds of millions of young people and women: "No discussion of the tobacco industry in the year 2000 would be complete without addressing what may be the most important feature on the landscape, the China market. In every respect, China confounds the imagination."  

(Philip Morris Asia, 1986)

"Thinking about Chinese smoking statistics is like trying to think about the limits of space."  

(Rothmans, 1992)

"The Chinese cigarette market is already three times the size of the U.S. market, and accounts for over 30% of the world’s 5.4 trillion units. Since the total international segment amounts to less than 1% of this huge market, we have plenty of room for dramatic growth."  

(Philip Morris, 1993)

"The Chinese domestic tobacco industry is a major frontier for international tobacco companies."  

(Philip Morris, 1994)

The tobacco industry has also been expanding into Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. According to BAT’s director of new business development, "Obviously there is enormous potential in all these countries. I would say that the demand for Western cigarettes is insatiable. It’s a fantastic opportunity for everybody, and we’re talking in any number of countries."  

(1993)

"It is unsafe to assume continued substantial growth in the developing countries in the light of the rapid escalation of international pressures on governments and consumers from the antismoking bodies...If we are to maximise growth in the long term in the developing countries, we must strive to neutralise antismoking pressure by being perceived as:

A) "Behaving responsibly in the light of the overwhelming view regarding the health effects of smoking.

B) Gearing our marketing methods to demonstrate that responsibility.

C) Being an acceptable guest in the host country where our presence brings substantial economic benefits.

D) Contributory, rather than exploitative."  

(BAT, 1980)

In the late 1970s, the major multinational tobacco companies set up a "Developing Countries" Working Group to minimize "threats" to the industry in the developing world. One of its principal assignments was "to prevent, halt or slow down the implementation of the recommendations of the WHO Expert Committee’s Report in those countries."  

(BAT, 1980)

The larger goal was clear: "We must try to stop the development towards a Third World commitment against tobacco. We must try to get all or at least a substantial part of Third World countries committed to our cause. We must try to influence official FAO and UNCTAD policy to take a pro tobacco stand. We must try to mitigate the impact to WHO by pushing them into a more objective and neutral position."  

(BAT, 1979)

Part of the industry’s strategy to maintain and build its market in the developing world has been to fight smoking restrictions and continue to raise doubts about the health impact of smoking. "...establish a centralized project to identify specialists in less developed countries who could address the medical/scientific aspects of the public smoking issue. Strengthen the industry’s public position in regard to this issue."  

(Philip Morris, 1981)

The industry has also been very interested in the particular characteristics of its new customers in the developing world: "On the health issue, we are assessing the literature on Asian populations looking for potential specialists. The comparisons between Asian and Caucasian populations present interesting positive evidence on the smoking and health controversy."  

(Philip Morris, 1989)

"There is a great coincidence of smoking and longevity in a place in Ecuador but it turned out they didn’t inhale."  

(Philip Morris, 1980)

As long as people smoke their cigarettes, the companies are not too concerned about mortality rates. According to the Rothmans representative in Burkina Faso, "The average life expectancy here is about 40 years, infant mortality is high: the health problems which some say are caused by cigarettes just won’t figure as a problem here."  

(1988)

The companies are worried, though, that people might think that they are selling higher tar cigarettes in the "Third World".
"Over the past 10 days or so I have been contacted by journalists in Canada and Japan about 'cigarette Marketing in the Third World.' The inquiries center on the claim that we are marketing Marlboro with higher 'tar' content in the Philippines. This is in fact so for a number of reasons that you are aware of. To date, I have managed to talk my way out of the situation, employing some unorthodox language. The inquiry from Japan came from Wyatt Andrews, the local CBS representative who said he was doing a story for Dan Rather. I think I managed to dissuade him from running the story. But there is no guarantee that we can hold the dike."

(Philip Morris, 1984)

Asked whether it is immoral to market cigarettes to the developing world, a Rothmans representative had this to say:

"It would be stupid to ignore a growing market. I can't answer the moral dilemma. We are in the business of pleasing our shareholders."

BAT, Talk to IMDP, Chelwood, August 1990.

BAI, Appreciation, Re: Aim—To Become Stronger in Tobacco, As a Sound Basis for Further Diversification, 16 May 1980, 100-7000247 Minnesota Trial Exhibits-TE11124, Bates Number 109881322-109881331.
J.M. Hartogh, Letter to All Members of the ICOŚI Working Group, enclosing a Memorandum by Dr. E. Bruckner, 26 June 1979, BAT Guildford Depository, Bates Number 100433043-47.
6. Economics, Taxes, and Trade

The tobacco industry recognizes that increased taxes on tobacco products represent one of the greatest threats to the viability of the industry:

"Of all the concerns, there is one—taxation—that alarms us the most. While marketing restrictions and public and passive smoking do depress volume, in our experience taxation depresses it much more severely. Our concern for taxation is, therefore, central to our thinking about smoking and health. It has historically been the area to which we have devoted most resources and for the foreseeable future, I think things will stay that way almost everywhere."95

(Philip Morris, 1985)

The reason is simple:

"The problem with tax increases is that it does decrease consumption, just as...the social engineers posing these increases want to see."96

(Philip Morris, 1987)

So, the industry will often try to shift the terms of the debate on taxes:

"Finally, we try to change the focus on the issues. Cigarette tax become[s] an issue of fairness and effective tax policy."97

(Philip Morris, 1993)

Keeping the price of tobacco low is critical to the companies’ attempts to retain current smokers and lure new smokers:

"Latin America: ... Marlboro Red has high appeal to young adult smokers and beginners. Images advertising per se is important, and Marlboro’s current campaign is well received.... Key to Marlboro Red’s growth in Latin America is affordability. The real price of Marlboro needs to be watched carefully, as well as price gaps with competitive brands."98

(Philip Morris, 1994)

"In markets subject to de facto price control, as in Switzerland, the Scandinavian markets and part of Africa, our objective is to maximize prices, such that we exceed cost base increases, while avoiding undesired margin scrutiny by the authorities whenever threatened. For selected markets, we will use flexible pricing to retain the affordability and competitiveness of our products, as in the GCC [Gulf Cooperation Council] and the Levant, or to establish a presence in growth markets, for example in Iraq and UAE [United Arab Emirates] exports."99

(Philip Morris, 1989)

In its efforts to keep cigarette prices low, the industry seeks to protect the extremely lucrative duty-free trade:

"We will also work closely with the EEC Region to drive the relevant duty-free trade associations to ensure that any post-1992 ban on intra-EEC duty free sales does not spread into neighboring markets. Indeed our objective is to raise the duty-free allowance for cigarettes, where possible."100

(Philip Morris, 1989)

Moreover, the companies have gone to extraordinary lengths to
defeat proposals to increase tobacco taxes around the world:

"Through Philip Morris efforts, the Dutch government revised its tax system to narrow the gap between roll your own and manufactured cigarettes."

"...In the Middle East, an announcement was made in October that GCC [Gulf Cooperation Council] Finance Ministers would indefinitely postpone a GCC-wide duty increase on cigarettes."

"...The government in Hong Kong responded to Philip Morris pressure by narrowing the differential between duties on imported leaf and finished cigarettes...significantly benefiting Philip Morris."

"...In Australia, a Taxation Committee, representing tobacco manufacturers and the Tobacco Institute of Australia (TIA), was established. It operated effectively in preparing submissions to state and federal governments which resulted in no increases in tobacco taxation at the federal level or in five of six states."

"...In Quebec, Benson & Hedges pressed the government to overturn its ad valorem system of taxation on tobacco products. This was achieved through private representations to the government and a petition drive which amassed the largest number of signatures ever in the province. And we got the Prince Edward Island government to abolish its 10 percent retail tax on tobacco products."

"...In Brazil, we achieved a significant tax decrease..."

"...In the Nordic countries, our network of resources initiated a continuing effort to convert the Finnish tax system to a fully specific one."

"...In Morocco... we initiated a tax study which we expect will lead to structural changes in the future. And in Guatemala, a campaign was begun to prevent changes in the country’s existing price/tax structure."**

"Our priority strategies and action steps include...cooperating with Rothmans and Gallaher in an effort to strengthen the forces in the UAE [United Arab Emirates] who are resisting GCC [Gulf Cooperation Council] tax increases and thereby preventing a GCC consensus agreement to harmonize tobacco taxes. Continue to support our UAE Distributor and his business partner, the Foreign Minister, with arguments and studies."**

"Detailed taxation proposals have been prepared and submitted to the Finance authorities in Turkey and Yugoslavia, both of which are pending further developments. Argumentation and documentation have also been prepared to change the tax system in the Cote d’Ivoire and Egypt, and to bring down the import duties in Nigeria and Guinea."**

"In the Philippines we have successfully delayed the passage of national legislation and more recently local legislation. PM is also lobbying for tax reform to stop discrimination of foreign-owned trademarks and move to a specific tax structure."**

"Over the past two decades, the tobacco industry has sought to exploit the global move toward more open markets in order to sell more cigarettes. To this end, the companies worked with the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative in the late 1980s to open up markets, especially in Asia, to U.S. cigarettes:"

"As former United States Trade Representative Clayton Yeutter has made clear, trade policy, not morals or health policy, is the fundamental issue involved in the exportation of cigarettes."**

"Our priority strategies and action steps include...cooperating with Rothmans and Gallaher in an effort to strengthen the forces in the UAE [United Arab Emirates] who are resisting GCC [Gulf Cooperation Council] tax increases and thereby preventing a GCC consensus agreement to harmonize tobacco taxes. Continue to support our UAE Distributor and his business partner, the Foreign Minister, with arguments and studies."**

"Detailed taxation proposals have been prepared and submitted to the Finance authorities in Turkey and Yugoslavia, both of which are pending further developments. Argumentation and documentation have also been prepared to change the tax system in the Cote d’Ivoire and Egypt, and to bring down the import duties in Nigeria and Guinea."**

"In the Philippines we have successfully delayed the passage of national legislation and more recently local legislation. PM is also lobbying for tax reform to stop discrimination of foreign-owned trademarks and move to a specific tax structure."**

"Over the past two decades, the tobacco industry has sought to exploit the global move toward more open markets in order to sell more cigarettes. To this end, the companies worked with the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative in the late 1980s to open up markets, especially in Asia, to U.S. cigarettes:"

"As former United States Trade Representative Clayton Yeutter has made clear, trade policy, not morals or health policy, is the fundamental issue involved in the exportation of cigarettes."**

"Our priority strategies and action steps include...cooperating with Rothmans and Gallaher in an effort to strengthen the forces in the UAE [United Arab Emirates] who are resisting GCC [Gulf Cooperation Council] tax increases and thereby preventing a GCC consensus agreement to harmonize tobacco taxes. Continue to support our UAE Distributor and his business partner, the Foreign Minister, with arguments and studies."**
to international brands, in order to enter the mid-price segment.\footnote{Philip Morris, (1989)}

"Seek out opportunities to exploit Western government trade support, e.g., determine the feasibility of a venture with SEITA in France for exports to the USSR."\footnote{Philip Morris, (1989)}

"...We will strive to obtain an exclusive license agreement with the Jordanian tobacco company for a secondary brand...exploiting the Jordanian/Saudi trade agreement which provides for duty-free imports into Saudi ex-Jordan."\footnote{Philip Morris, (1989)}

The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and other trade agreements have been a boon to the global tobacco industry:

"Philip Morris strongly supports NAFTA and also supports the Uruguayan Round process...[A]rtificial trade barriers have kept us out of some countries. The removal of trade barriers will provide us with expanded market opportunities. We are well positioned to take advantage of the new opportunities that the removal of trade barriers will offer us. I see both the NAFTA and the Round as real 'winners' as far as Philip Morris is concerned."\footnote{Philip Morris, (1994)}

Of course, support for these agreements should never be taken for granted:

"Coordinated preliminary company involvement in the coalition (USA) NAFTA effort aiming to secure legislative implementation of the NAFTA, including transmittal of $100,000 for this effort. Also, attended several BRT meetings, including one on grassroots implementation and one of the Working Group/Coordinating Committee, to plan strategy for 1993."\footnote{Philip Morris, (1993)}

The liberalization of investment rules is also important to the companies:

"Over the long term, local production seems to be the only means through which we can gain broad access to the total Chinese market. An additional consideration is that we need to establish a manufacturing base in China prior to the Hong Kong market's coming under the jurisdiction of CNFC Beijing in 1993."\footnote{Philip Morris, (1993)}

"Under the tight control from the monopoly, it is very difficult to gain access to the PRC market. However, China is changing and the changes can be sudden and unpredictable... [W]e must prepare ourselves to capitalise on any relaxation of rules and regulation."\footnote{Philip Morris, (1993)}
7. Secondhand Smoke/Environmental Tobacco Smoke

Although the tobacco industry has known for nearly 20 years that secondhand smoke (otherwise known as environmental tobacco smoke, ETS) poses a severe risk to health, it has done everything in its power to downplay this risk and fight measures to restrict smoking in public places and worksites.

Indeed, industry scientists have reviewed the evidence showing that nonsmokers exposed to secondhand smoke suffer significant damage to the functioning of their small airways and found it to be credible:

“I have reviewed the above paper and find it to be an excellent piece of work which could be very damaging to our business. There are several things that can be done to minimize its impact.”

(Philip Morris, 1980)

Nevertheless, in the 1990s, Philip Morris mounted a multi-million-dollar campaign to undermine a study on the dangers of ETS, undertaken by the International Agency for Research on Cancer, an affiliate of WHO. The campaign was targeted at researchers, the media, and government. Its aims were as follows:

- “Delay the progress and/or release of the study.”
- “Affect the wording of its conclusions and official statement of results.”
- “Neutralize possible negative results of the study, particularly as a regulatory tool.”
- “Counteract the potential impact of the study on governmental policy, public opinion, and actions by private employers and proprietors.”

(Philip Morris, 1993)

The industry has long recognized that the ETS issue could threaten its financial future if governments could muster the political will to pass public smoking restrictions. A confidential study for the U.S. Tobacco Institute on public attitudes on smoking written in the late 1970s remarked that

“What the smoker does to himself may be his business, but what the smoker does to the nonsmoker is quite a different matter….This we see as the most dangerous development yet to the viability of the tobacco industry that has yet occurred.”

(1978)

The industry realizes that

“What do these health claims, the heightened public sentiment for smoking restrictions, increasing nonsmoker annoyance toward smokers mean for this industry? Lower sales, of course. The Tobacco Merchants Association took a look at smoking restriction legislation and cigarette consumption between 1961 and 1982. The conclusion: that restrictive smoking laws accounted for 21 percent of the variation in cigarette consumption from state to state during that time….Those who say they work under restrictions smoked about one-and-one-quarter fewer cigarettes each day than those who don’t….That one-and-one-quarter per day cigarette reduction then, means

(1993)
Nearly 7 billion fewer cigarettes were smoked each year because of workplace smoking restrictions. That’s 350 million packs of cigarettes. At a dollar a pack, even the slightest of workplace smoking restrictions is costing this industry $23 million dollars a year in revenue.\(^\text{118}\)

(Tobacco Institute, undated)

Aside from government regulations, the industry has also been concerned by private efforts:

“The voluntary restriction of smoking—by businesses, associations, public agencies, and even labour unions—has been one of the most damaging and most insidious challenges we face.”\(^\text{114}\)

(Tobacco Institute, undated)

The ETS issue has proven to be one of the most intractable problems for the tobacco industry. As a 1987 Philip Morris document states, “It is apparent that the effects of ETS on others is now the most powerful antismoking weapon being employed against the industry.”\(^\text{119}\)

(Philip Morris, 1987)

The president of the Tobacco Institute put it this way:

“The logical appeal of smoke-free air is irresistible to politicians, commentators, even some smokers. It is the most effective way to reduce smoking... As obvious as it may seem, our objective is to contain and refine the environmental smoke issue in order to decrease the pressure for safety measures... So far, our industry has faced more than 1,000 public smoking bills and have defeated more than 90 percent of them. Those we have defeated are typically reintroduced year after year, often redrafted to accommodate legislators’ objections... The Institute—as a matter of policy and practice—is organized to aggressively oppose legislation of this sort. The second category is litigation. Compared to legislation, relatively little has occurred here... The third category is the voluntary restriction of smoking by organizations.”\(^\text{120}\)

(Tobacco Institute, undated)

This is not to say the industry has opposed all smoking restrictions:

“Focus on current areas of compromise—e.g. ‘We will accept a no-smoking ‘policy’ bill for elevators if you need to pass something.’”\(^\text{121}\)

(P.M.’s recruitment method is outlined. The idea was to hire consultants who could, unbeknownst to the public, act as third-party advocates for the industry.)

The industry’s strategy on the ETS issues has been quite consistent across countries:

“Andrew Nelmes [from Gallaher] outlined the UK strategy on ETS. That strategy is made up of three components: (1) challenging unfounded reports linking ETS and human disease, (2) placing ETS in the proper perspective with regard to overall air quality, and (3) disassociating the public’s annoyance with ETS from alleged health effects. By this strategy TAC [Tobacco Advisory Council, now known as the Tobacco Manufacturers Association] hopes to (1) create ‘marketable’ science, (2) to deflect criticism of ETS, and (3) to place the industry in the most favorable position possible.”\(^\text{122}\)

(Philip Morris, 1988)

Although the industry has faced three broad categories of smoking restrictions, it has been quite successful in fending them off:

“The first is legislation. Over the past dozen or so years we have faced more than 1,000 public smoking bills and have defeated more than 90 percent of them. Those we have defeated are typically reintroduced year after year, often redrafted to accommodate legislators’ objections... The Institute—as a matter of policy and practice—is organized to aggressively oppose legislation of this sort. The second category is litigation. Compared to legislation, relatively little has occurred here... The third category is the voluntary restriction of smoking by organizations.”\(^\text{123}\)

(Tobacco Institute, undated)

This is not to say the industry has opposed all smoking restrictions:

“Focus on current areas of compromise—e.g. ‘We will accept a no-smoking ‘policy’ bill for elevators if you need to pass something.’”\(^\text{124}\)

(P.M.’s recruitment method is outlined. The idea was to hire consultants who could, unbeknownst to the public, act as third-party advocates for the industry.)

The industry’s strategy on the ETS issues has been quite consistent across countries:

“Andrew Nelmes [from Gallaher] outlined the UK strategy on ETS. That strategy is made up of three components: (1) challenging unfounded reports linking ETS and human disease, (2) placing ETS in the proper perspective with regard to overall air quality, and (3) disassociating the public’s annoyance with ETS from alleged health effects. By this strategy TAC [Tobacco Advisory Council, now known as the Tobacco Manufacturers Association] hopes to (1) create ‘marketable’ science, (2) to deflect criticism of ETS, and (3) to place the industry in the most favorable position possible.”\(^\text{125}\)

(Philip Morris, 1988)

The effort to create “marketable science” has used elaborate schemes involving industry-financed scientists. Philip Morris’s “Operation Whitecoat” was one such scheme:

“End Goals:
• Resist smoking restrictions
• Reverse smoker confidence
• Preserve product liability

PM’s recruitment method is outlined. The idea was to hire consultants who could, unbeknownst to the public, act as third-party advocates for the industry.)

The scientist consultants should, ideally, according to Philip Morris, be European scientists who have had no previous connections with tobacco companies and who have no previous...
In Europe, the industry was able to employ influential consultants, including an editor of the prestigious medical journal, The Lancet:

"Lancet: One of our consultants is an editor of this very influential British medical journal, and is continuing to publish numerous reviews, editorials, and comments on ETS and other issues."126

(Coivngton and Burling, 1990)

In Asia meanwhile:

"Our objective is to limit the introduction and spread of smoking restrictions and maintain the widespread social acceptability of smoking in Asia."128

(Philip Morris, 1989)

To accomplish that, "PM, RJR and B&W agreed to fund a network of ETS scientists in Asia. Candidates have been identified in Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Philippines and Thailand. JTT's (Japanese Tobacco International's) support is being sought to expand the program to Japan. At the end of a training session in late June we will have a core of 10 scientists who are fully trained on the issues, ready and prepared to make a contribution by way of writing articles, briefing government officials, and so forth. Their first task will be a press conference in Hong Kong in late June."129

(Philip Morris, 1989)

Earlier attempts were somewhat less scientific:

"Malaysian Qualitative Research Study...The main objective of the study was to identify the unidentified rules of smoking behaviour that exist in Malaysia, that could be presented as a rationale to preclude restrictions on smoking in public places."130

(Philip Morris, 1989)

Despite their continued efforts to fight smoking bans, David Lauffer, Philip Morris’s director of marketing and sales, argued in 1994: "* [...] the economic arguments often used by the industry to scare off smoking ban activity were no longer working, if indeed they ever did. These arguments simply had no credibility with the public, which isn’t surprising when you consider our dire predictions in the past rarely came true."131

(Philip Morris, 1994)
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8. Labeling

Tobacco companies have historically opposed any type of health labeling on cigarettes:

“We strongly oppose warning labels on cigarette packs for several reasons: first and foremost, warning labels may improperly imply that it has been scientifically established that smoking causes disease.”

(R.J. Reynolds, 1981)

“...the GCC Health Ministers Laboratory Specialist Committee made a unanimous recommendation to ban cigarettes of our competitors... and delayed health warning... labeling on cigarette packs.

We launched a successful challenge to the Swedish government's health warning label proposal."  

(Philip Morris, 1986)

One of the industry's concerns is the effect of health warnings on consumption:

“Regulations beginning with disclosure and labeling may result in restrictions on and prohibition of some ingredients. This could alarm consumers, affect brand taste and have potentially adverse competitive results.”

(Philip Morris, 1992)

“The main target group for lobbying, will have to be senior and political officers of the Health Ministry... [S]imilar contacts must be established within Ministries of Trade, Justice, and Industry... Alert our sympathetic contacts within business life, including trade organizations and trade unions. Alert especially other consumer goods industries, illustrating the possible future threats.”

(Philip Morris, 1991)
Where they could not defeat labeling regulations, the companies tried to weaken them by seeking to add government attribution to the warning, thus giving the industry legal protection:

"Prevent the spread of unacceptable health warning labeling. Ensure appropriate attribution and where justified, invoke legal action. Prepare argumentation and lobbying initiatives for Eastern Europe."136

(Philip Morris, 1989)

"In Iceland, Philip Morris efforts led to government approval for an attribution on health warning labels."137

(Philip Morris, 1986)

These efforts extend to the companies' exports:

"[W]e should consider placing health warnings on all of our exported cigarettes. I have been in favor of doing this for some time. I believe that doing so would improve our litigation posture somewhat in the product liability area, and would eliminate a focus of considerable criticism from health organizations, shareholders, and even some friendly members of Congress."138

(Philip Morris, 1991)

When the government of Iceland proposed a health warning that stated "Warning: Cigarette smoking may cause cancer in the lungs and heart disease," an industry memo stated that "Efforts are being made, through the facilities of the Tobacco Institute, to determine whether the United States Government (perhaps in conjunction with the industry) can convince the Icelandic authorities to change or otherwise soften the regulation, perhaps by the addition of language to the health notice, because they are assured by the notice that they are American made. As Marlboro has such small letters and the ultimate consumers might smoke more of these health notice cigarettes, because they are assured by the notice that they are American made. As Marlboro has such small proportion of sales in this market at the present time I think it well worth the chance of improving sales with the health notice."139

(Philip Morris, 1991)

Indeed, the cigarette industry has turned a potential problem to its own advantage: health labels may indeed sell cigarettes:

"It appears that a potential new client...has requested 100 or 200 cases of Marlboro with the American Health Warning Notice on the packs...The thought occurs to me that practically the whole world now knows that both British and American cigarettes carry a warning notice. As far as I know, no other brands carry any particular legend except "made in U.S.A." in small letters and the ultimate consumers might smoke more of these health notice cigarettes; because they are assured by the notice that they are American made. As Marlboro has such a small proportion of sales in this market at the present time I think it well worth the chance of improving sales with the health notice."140

(Philip Morris, 1973)

Prevent the spread of unacceptable health warning labeling. Ensure appropriate attribution and where justified, invoke legal action.
The tobacco industry continues to have one of the most well-funded and sophisticated corporate lobbying machines in existence, at local, regional, national, and international levels. This lobbying effort is undertaken by the companies themselves, or through third parties so that the relationship to the industry is hidden. Much of the strategy has been coordinated by the companies through industry-funded international consortiums, such as ICOSI (the International Council on Smoking Issues) and INFOTAB (the International Tobacco Information Centre).

The tobacco industry has undertaken a 20-year campaign against the United Nations and WHO in particular (see section 13, on The World Health Organization and Other Enemies) to undermine tobacco control policies. These lobbying efforts have been widespread:

“INFOTAB has been coordinating a lobbying effort in 38 countries where tobacco is economically significant, working through member companies, national tobacco associations and leaf dealers. I am coordinating a similar effort through the International Chamber of Commerce. The aim of these activities is to get national delegates to the WHA [World Health Assembly] to oppose the extreme antitobacco recommendations. Brazil, Mexico and Zimbabwe have been the most active countries on our behalf so far.”

(R.J. Reynolds, 1986)

In the United States, the industry sought to:

“The aim of these activities is to get national delegates to the WHA to oppose the extreme anti-tobacco recommendations.

Office and Corporate Contributions so that these contributions serve the Company’s political objectives better....In addition, Washington professionals should better identify who should receive such contributions, in what manner, and how it complements what we already do.”

(Tobacco Institute, 1982)

“These tactics have been extended to the rest of the world:

“Philip Morris has taken a leading role in the Philippine Chamber of Commerce...We assisted with the highly successful U.S. visit made by President Aquino. Philip Morris International personnel now occupy key positions in a wide array of international organisations that can assist us in the years to come.”

(Philip Morris, 1986)

“Philip Morris has taken a leading role in the Philippine Chamber of Commerce...We assisted with the highly successful U.S. visit made by President Aquino. Philip Morris International personnel now occupy key positions in a wide array of international organisations that can assist us in the years to come.”

(Philip Morris, 1986)

“The Swiss market is experiencing substantially increased antitobacco activity...To counter this trend we are...expanding our network of government relations contacts in Swiss industry, trade, and tourism organisations; enlisting the support of citizens and...”

(Philip Morris, 1987)
consumer organisations; using the parliamentary tobacco caucus to open a dialogue with the centre-right political parties; and broadening our contacts in the union movement.”

(Philip Morris, 1989)

“In addition, we have had yet another tax increase in Uganda which is IMF/World Bank inspired. Both these issues, namely restricted access to donor foreign exchange funds and tax matters, are increasingly becoming a central part of economic management in the African countries in which we operate. The management of our companies do an excellent, if very time consuming, job in lobbying both of their Governments and IMF representatives but are increasingly becoming frustrated due to decisions being finally taken in Washington.”

(BAT, 1989)

“We are working in 1985 to improve our performance still further in communicating to legislators. Our plan has three aspects. First we are going to recruit more people and better people and pay them more if necessary; Bahrain, Stockholm, London, Montreal, the Philippines, and Japan are all locations where we will be adding to our corporate affairs strength. Next, we are going to adopt a more systematic approach to cultivating the “right” people. To date we may have been a little haphazard. Third, we are going to adopt a more systematic approach to cultivating the “right” people. To date we may have been a little haphazard.

(BAT, 1989)

A memo on “Changes in British aid policy with regard to tobacco related projects” notes that

Whilst a complete reversal of the new policy is unlikely, at least in the immediate future, opportunities can be created to ensure that the maximum flexibility is applied to the execution of the policy… Several letters have already been written to the Minister expressing concern…. It was agreed that such representations should be supported by comment emanating from countries in Africa actually or potentially adversely affected by the revised policy, specifically Malawi, Uganda, Zimbabwe, Zaire, Kenya, Cameroon and Tanzania. Such comment will be motivated through British High Commissions and national government departments… The ITGA, through its members in Malawi, Tanzania and Zimbabwe, would also lobby appropriate Ministries in these countries.”

(Philip Morris, 1989)

Often the actions have been covert, as this letter from a Rothmans representative to an Egyptian member of parliament makes clear:

“When we met in June you asked me to prepare a ‘scientific paper’ on the smoking and health issue, for use in your capacity as a member of the People’s Assembly. The attached paper has been written in response to your request…. You will note that the paper is unsigned and I would ask you not to disclose my or my Company’s name, as the source of this paper. Otherwise, you are free to use it as you see fit.

Mr. Scott and I have been meeting with the other international manufacturers who market cigarettes in Egypt and have now agreed a common ‘industry view’ on the approach we would like to see taken on the proposed restrictions on the marketing of cigarettes. We feel that it would be best if we were to meet with you again to go through this document and if you are agreeable, would welcome an invitation to visit you in Cairo.”

(Philip Morris, 1980)

The industry also creates and uses front organizations:

“Cigarette manufacturers trade associations—our best front—are being strengthened in a number of countries starting vigorous initiatives. New national associations also are being formed, such as in Brazil.”

(Philip Morris, 1979)

Or “allies”:

“We shall continue to develop our executives as effective public spokesmen, and seek out the opportunities for them to spread our messages. We shall recruit an ‘industry view’ comprising additional ‘voices/ allies’ with whom we can creatively market our views.”

(Philip Morris, 1989)

“The close links which have been forged over many years [by the tobacco industry] with the Government, Members of Parliament, scientific contacts, the medical establishment, academic and professional circles, the trade unions, and others (including the media) should be assiduously preserved and extended. Through them, the industry is in a position to discuss and influence, often without publicity, most of the issues in which tobacco is involved.”

(Tobacco Advisory Council, 1978)
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10. Media Relations

The tobacco industry has long seen the media as key to its success in preventing the passage of effective regulations.

One of the ways the industry has bullied the media into giving it favorable coverage is by threatening to withhold advertising money:

"...[W]e are not using our very considerable clout with the media... The media like the money they make from our advertisements and they are an ally that we can and should exploit...[W]e should make a concerted effort in our principal markets to influence the media to write articles or editorials positive to the industry position on the various aspects of the smoking controversy...." (Philip Morris, 1985)

"Please be advised that our threat to the press was mainly a tactical move. We knew that something re. advertising ban was under way and we had to involve the press...Threatening the press was the only way to get them to do something...While Bahrain in itself is not such an important market, its function as a forerunner in the Gulf must not be under-estimated. If we make a mistake here, it will sooner or later come up in other countries in the region." (Philip Morris, 1980)

Where the industry does not advertise heavily in the press, it has considered doing so in order to gain political support:

"At present, we do not enjoy the support of the print media [in Pakistan], largely because we do not advertise in the press. Consideration is being given by the companies as to whether it makes commercial sense to shift some media spend to the print media in an attempt to gain some support from them." (Philip Morris, 1994)

Another way to curry favor with the media is to sponsor trips for journalists:

"During 1986, we hosted U.S. visits for 97 journalists from five countries. This activity will continue on an expanded scale in 1987 and focus more directly on the issue of environmental tobacco smoke. We will convene media briefings for journalists in Asia, Latin America, Europe, and Australia as well as increase the number of foreign journalists we bring to the U.S." (Philip Morris, 1986)

The recommendations which have been made so far have been directed towards some aspects of the internal organization of the Council which are important for its relations with the outside world.
The media like the money they make from our advertisements and they are an ally that we can and should exploit.

The industry takes care to monitor who its friends and foes are in the media:

“Refine the media press service so that credible answers to inquiries are presented in a timely manner. An important part of this effort will identify friends and opponents in the print and electronic sectors of the media.”

(Philip Morris, 1987)

“Our media relations program will be strengthened to enable us to track journalists’ views on important issues, and to facilitate our regular contacts with them.”

(Philip Morris, 1989)

A sufficiently compliant media can serve the tobacco industry very well in regulatory battles:

“Work closely with the Kuwaiti media owners to maintain the effective opposition to the antitobacco proposal of the Minister of Health...who is seeking to mandate severe smoking restrictions. In cooperation with the organizations who are supported through sports sponsorships, publicize the benefits via the Pan Arab and Kuwaiti media.”

(Philip Morris, 1987)

But sometimes it is better to hide behind third parties:

“...we try to keep Philip Morris out of the media on issues like taxation, smoking bans, and marketing restrictions. Instead, we try to provide the media with statements in support of our positions from third party sources, which carry more credibility than our company and have no apparent vested interest.”

(Philip Morris, 1993)

The tobacco companies have become experts at “spin”:

“...we try to change the focus on the issues. Cigarette tax becomes an issue of fairness and effective tax policy. Cigarette marketing is an issue of freedom of commercial speech. Environmental tobacco smoke becomes an issue of accommodation. Cigarette-related fires become an issue of prudent fire safety programs. And so on.”

(Philip Morris, 1983)
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ll. Product Design: “Light” and “Low Tar” Cigarettes

As evidence began to emerge in the 1950s on the health hazards of smoking, tobacco industry scientists began a mad scramble to develop a “safe” cigarette. The business benefits of developing such a product were obvious:

“T’ll bet that the first company to produce a cigarette claiming a substantial reduction in tars and nicotine...will take the market.”170

(BAT, 1958)

“Boy! Wouldn’t it be wonderful if our company was first to produce a cancer-free cigarette. What we could do to the competition.”171

(PR firm Hill and Knowlton, quoting a tobacco industry lawyer, mid-1950s)

In 1961, Philip Morris scientists looked into the possibility of a “Medically Acceptable Cigarette” that included the reduction of the general level of carcinogenic substances in smoke. Developing such a cigarette was estimated to take $10 million and between seven and ten years, and “To achieve this objective will require a major research effort, because carcinogens are found in practically every class of compounds in smoke.”172

(Philip Morris, 1961)

The challenge was to reduce tar levels while maintaining or even raising nicotine levels to keep customers hooked:

“Reducing the nicotine per cigarette might end in destroying the nicotine habit in a large number of consumers and prevent it ever being acquired by new smokers.”173

(BAT, 1959)

“There is a danger in the current trend of lower and lower cigarette deliveries--i.e. the smoker will be weaned away from the habit...[if] nicotine delivery is reduced below a threshold ‘satisfaction’ level, then surely smokers will question more readily why they are indulging in an expensive habit.”174

(BAT, 1977)

Low tar products will eventually and substantially define the tobacco business. This will serve as an important mechanism for reassuring smokers.”175

(BAT, 1979)

“Quitters may be discouraged from quitting, or at least kept in the market longer...A less irritating cigarette is one route (indeed, the practice of switching to lower tar cigarettes and sometimes menthol in the quitting process tacitly recognises this). The safe cigarette would have wide appeal, limited mainly by the social pressures to quit.”176

(Imperial Tobacco, Canada, 1986)

In conclusion, the ‘threat’ to the existing smoker base for the brand seems more likely to come from a desire to give up smoking (which is more strongly held by the SCUL [Silk Cut Ultra Light] smokers than the SCEM [Silk Cut Extra Mild] smokers), rather than from competitor brands. Indeed, it is the very low tar level of SCUL and its perceived less harmful effect on health which explains the...
high opinion held by users of their brand. This is supported by the brand’s imagery with the high association with ‘health conscious people.’”

(Gallaher, 1995)

Surveys of smokers showed that “A minority saw low tar cigarettes as a stage on the way to quitting smoking... However, more common was the sense that low tar was a way of making quitting less urgent or necessary.”

(Gallaher, 1997)

However, “...the effect of switching to low tar cigarettes may be to increase, not decrease, the risks of smoking.”

(Tobacco Advisory Council, 1979)

This increase in risk is due in part to ‘compensation,’ whereby smokers adjust their intake of smoke in order to get a specific level of nicotine. Therefore, a smoker using a low-tar product compensates for the low nicotine delivery by inhaling more deeply and smoking more, an effect not replicated in the official machine measurements:

“Compensatory smoking: This is also a particularly tricky subject. On the one hand it is commercially sensitive. On the other, it must be in the interest of the industry to get data and speak out against those who claim that the low delivery programme is misleading in that smokers compensate for the low deliveries.”

(Imperial, 1983)

Doubts were raised about the possibility of ever developing a truly safer cigarette:

“Because known carcinogens are produced from such a wide variety of organic materials during the process of pyrolysis [chemical reaction brought about by the action of heat], it is most unlikely that a completely safe form of tobacco smoking can be evolved.”

(BAT, undated)

When scientists at the U.S. company Liggett developed a cigarette with a significantly reduced health hazard, they ran into trouble with company lawyers:

“The lawyers said we couldn’t say it—we couldn’t make a ‘safe cigarette’ because that implies that the cigarettes the manufacturers make aren’t safe, and that would make the company liable so the programme was shelved.”

(Imperial, 1983)

BAT scientists also faced objections from their boss, Patrick Sheehy:

“In attempting to develop a ‘safe’ cigarette you are, by implication in danger of being interpreted as accepting that the current product is ‘unsafe’ and this is not a position that I think we should take.”

(BAT, 1986)
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12. Tobacco Smuggling

Tobacco smuggling has become a global epidemic—up to one third of annual global tobacco exports enter the black market. For years, the tobacco industry has used the specter of cigarette smuggling to frighten governments into not raising tobacco taxes. However, recent court cases have revealed that rather than being a result of price differentials, tobacco smuggling is largely the result of actions taken by the tobacco industry itself, which appears to be complicit in the global smuggling trade. The tobacco industry benefits from smuggling in the following ways:

- The tobacco companies are still paid for the smuggled product and can sell large volumes that enter the illegal distribution chain.
- The reduced average market price as a result of smuggling increases total sales.
- Certain smokers (particularly the poor) may be “protected” from quitting by prices remaining low.
- Smuggling is used to press the case for reduced excise taxes, leading to increased demand in the legal markets.

In the documents, the industry uses a variety of euphemisms to describe smuggling. Often the cigarettes are labeled as “DNP,” which stands for Duty Not Paid, instead of “DP,” Duty Paid. Another common term is “Transit.” For example, one BAT document discussing “Q&A” on Transit Trade, asks:

“Q: What is Transit Trade?
A: Transit trade is the movement of goods from one country to another without payment of taxes and tariffs. It is more commonly known as smuggling.”

The companies have also used legal operations as cover for advertising aimed at stimulating sales in the illegal market—so-called “umbrella operations”:

- “The ‘Available in Duty Free’ cover for extensive media coverage needs to be very carefully used, as it can easily become antagonistic and will draw attention to the source of market supply, which we would rather did not come under scrutiny. Legitimate imports through various hotel groups is defensible and provides another source of ‘cover’ for our brand building plans, and a promotional platform.”

Moreover, internal industry documents show that the active management of the smuggling business is seen as a priority. A BAT five-year plan outlines “active and effective management of DNP” sales:

“In 1993, it is estimated that nearly 6% of the total world cigarette sales of 5.4 trillion were DNP sales... A key issue for BAT is to ensure that the Group’s system-wide objectives and performance are given the necessary priority through the active and effective management of such business.”

A note of a meeting between senior BAT and Philip Morris executives with responsibility for Latin America shows extensive cartel behavior in seeking market share agreements, price fixing, and attempts to limit market support expenditures. It shows that BAT and Philip Morris can determine prices in the smuggled and legal markets independently:

“BATCo suggested an aggressive price increase to be negotiated at a local level for DNP to be implemented if possible by the end of August... Following action on DNP PMI [Philip Morris International] suggested we”
should pursue a DP price increase. PMI wanted linkage between the DNP increase. This was not supported by us.”

(BAT, 1992)

Smuggling is also a way to maintain market share, as this document from Imperial Tobacco Limited* (ITL—a BAT subsidiary, not related to Imperial Tobacco in the UK) in Canada illustrates:

“In share terms, ITL finished 1993 back where it left off in 1991. Following a loss of share in 1992, ITL rebounded by making its major trademarks available in smuggled channels in the second half of 1993.”

(Imperial Tobacco, 1994)

Another ITL document to BAT further explains the situation:

“As you are aware, smuggled cigarettes (due to exorbitant tax levels) represent nearly 30% of total sales in Canada, and the level is growing. Although we agreed to support the Federal government’s effort to reduce smuggling by limiting our exports to the U.S.A., our competitors did not. Subsequently, we have decided to remove the limits on exports to regain our share of Canadian smokers. To do otherwise would place the long-term welfare of our trademarks in the home market at great risk. Until the smuggling issue is resolved, an increasing volume of our domestic sales in Canada will be exported, then smuggled back for sale here.”

(BAT, 1993)

The company was confident it could accurately evaluate what portion of its exports to the United States were being smuggled back into Canada. Indeed, it appears the company could supply a breakdown of its exports into legal and illegal sales on a monthly basis:

“Many Thanks for your Hand Written Spreadsheets… I am also looking for your Duty Free sales. Legitimate DF to be reported as Duty Free and any Transit DF to be reported as Duty Free Unspecified.”

(BAT, 1993)

At the height of the problem, Bill Neville, a lobbyist for the Canadian Tobacco Manufacturers’ Council, remarked that:

“If there’s smuggling, we’re unapologetic that it should be Canadian cigarettes.”

In the United Kingdom, Imperial Tobacco made a very similar admission in 2001 when asked about smuggling:

“We do not want only foreign brands to be imported to the UK. It’s important that whatever is going on, our brands are not excluded from it.”

(Bat, 1993)

Another ITL document to BAT shows the high degree of control over the smuggled market so that BAT’s marketing planners treat it as just another channel:

“Kent Super Lights… DNP product should be launched two weeks after the DP product has been launched… Lucky Strike… (should) withdraw from the DNP market the 20’s and 10’s versions.”

(BAT, 1994)

However, it is impossible to rely just on smuggling:

“1. Domestic
a) Nigeria
Obviously it is practically impossible to develop a pure GT [General Trade, a euphemism for smuggling] brand, thus a home base is necessary. It would therefore seem logical to import legally some quantity, allowing also for an advertising campaign to take place.”

(BAT, 1990)

Yet GT trade or “smuggling” will remain a priority:

“Fixed Assumptions:
1. The political situation in the Cameroons will remain unstable throughout 1992 and then settle down:
2. The economy will show no improvement over the next 5 years.
3. GT movements to this end market will remain a priority throughout the period.”

(BAT, 1991)
Of course, at times you have to keep those countries happy that are losing revenue from smuggling: “Philip Morris International wish to propose an industry presentation to the Nigerian Government for a specific import duty to replace ad valorem rate. The objective would be to legalise ‘profitable’ imports thus providing the Nigerian Government with revenue currently lost by the proliferation of GT.”

*(BAT, 1990)*

---

* A BAT subsidiary, not related to Imperial Tobacco in the UK.
The tobacco industry uses its political and economic power to fight its opponents:

“Our objective remains to develop and mobilize the necessary resources—internal Philip Morris, external agencies and consultants, the industry National Marketing Associations, and all potential allies—to fight the social and legislative initiatives against tobacco...We shall carefully target our opponents. We shall precisely identify, monitor, isolate, and contest key individuals and organizations.”

(Philip Morris, 1989)

“We must discredit the antis.... We have been warned here about the danger of allowing ourselves to adopt a siege mentality. And we have heard some interesting comments questioning whether it is right, as they say in the Army, to shoot at everything that moves. But in developing countermeasures, I believe we mustn’t forget that a state of war does exist.”

(Tobacco Institute, 1979)

Part of the industry’s strategy is to reframe the debate:

“Portray the debate as one between the anti-tobacco lobby and the smoker, instead of ‘pro-health public citizens’ versus the tobacco industry.”

(Philip Morris, 1992)

The industry will go to great lengths to discredit individuals who oppose them:

“Selected reporters will have to question his [Ted Kennedy’s] alcoholic dependence and highlight the sexual harassing blamed on him in the USA, thus reducing the importance of his presence at the Conference.”

(BAT, 1990)

The industry will even try to manipulate religious opinion to serve its ends:

“Work to develop a system by which Philip Morris can measure trends on the issue of Smoking and Islam. Identify Islamic religious leaders who oppose interpretations of the Quran which would ban the use of tobacco and encourage support for these leaders.”

(Philip Morris, 1987)

The tobacco industry spent millions of dollars attacking and trying to undermine WHO as well as other critics such as the International Organisation of Consumer Organisations (IOCU). WHO is seen by the industry as the “leading force in the international antismoking movement.”

(R.J. Reynolds, 1986)

Other documents spell out the need to undertake a long-term initiative to counteract the WHO’s aggressive global antismoking campaign and to introduce a public

13. The World Health Organization and Other Enemies

Creatively market throughout GCC the Childrens Research Unit study on juvenile smoking initiation which has been completed during 1987 in Kuwait.

The industry will even try to manipulate religious opinion to serve its ends:

“Work to develop a system by which Philip Morris can measure trends on the issue of Smoking and Islam. Identify Islamic religious leaders who oppose interpretations of the Quran which would ban the use of tobacco and encourage support for these leaders.”

(Tobacco Institute, 1997)
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The tobacco industry even explored covertly setting up and funding a foundation to "...supersedethe WHO and its Agencies as the principal advisor to the European community on a range of issues including public health."²¹⁴

The tobacco industry established inappropriate relationships with WHO staff and consultants to influence policy. Its countereffort against WHO included using "independent" academic institutions, consultants, and journalists to undermine the organization’s credibility, to question its "mission and mandate," and, ultimately, to stop WHO from working on tobacco. One such person was Paul Dietrich, an American lawyer with long-term ties to the tobacco companies. At one stage, Dietrich was a consultant to BAT while sitting on the Development Committee of the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), the regional arm of WHO in the Americas. According to the documents, Dietrich seems to have exerted a degree of influence over PAHO’s operations, priorities, and budgets, although PAHO has vehemently denied this. For example, in December 1992, Dietrich sent BAT a memo stating that:

"I am attaching with this memo, a copy of a bill for my monthly consulting fees from June 1, 1992, through September 30, 1992...My work on the Board of the Pan American Health Organization continues as I try to redirect their priorities toward disease control rather than lifestyle issues."²¹⁵

In other correspondence, Sharon Boyse from BAT writes that:

"Paul has managed to persuade PAHO to take tobacco off their list of priorities for this year."²¹⁶

Another key consultant was Gaston Vettorazzi, a former director of the Joint Meeting on Pesticide Residues (JMPR), a joint WHO and United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) standard-setting body dedicated to pesticide issues. After his retirement in the late 1990s, Vettorazzi was hired by the Cooperation Centre for Scientific Research Relative to Tobacco (CORESTA), an industry-funded research group. He was paid to assess pesticides used on tobacco and monitor WHO, attend WHO meetings, and pass reports to WHO officials who did not know his tobacco connections:

"Dr. Vettorazzi should be allowed to present his work to the JMPR, but...he should do this in his own name and not mention CORESTA or the tobacco industry."²¹⁷

(CORESTA, 1992)

On several occasions, the industry has attempted to interfere with WHO budgets related to its Tobacco Or Health (TOH) program. One document describes Philip Morris’s plan to explore "a variety of avenues...to contain [TOH’s] funding from private sources."²¹⁸

(Philip Morris, 1989)

The industry also launched a major campaign to discredit a study undertaken by the International Agency for Research on Cancer, a WHO affiliate organization (see Section 7, Secondhand Smoke/Environmental Tobacco Smoke). Tobacco companies used other United Nations agencies to influence or resist WHO tobacco control initiatives. For example, they have long seen the FAO as a "natural ally"²¹⁹ (ICOSI, 1979) and have campaigned to "split FAO/WHO" on tobacco issues²²² (INFOTAB, 1989). Toward this end,

"In 1989, intensive lobbying in Rome caused the FAO to publish, despite the WHO’s vigorous objection, important reports on the economic significance of tobacco and on tobacco trade projections."²²³

(BAT, 1992)

A key part of this lobbying strategy has been through the front organization, the International Tobacco Growers Association (see Section 4, Agriculture and the International Tobacco Growers Association).

The tobacco industry also sought to discredit WHO and WHO officials in order to undermine the agency’s effectiveness. Paul Dietrich, the U.S. lawyer and tobacco consultant mentioned previously, generated a series of articles attacking WHO’s priorities, its officials, and its management in the media. These articles, with headlines such as "WHO spends money on WHAT?", were subsequently circulated by the industry. Dietrich was used by the industry to make presentations to journalists and governments attacking WHO. His tobacco ties were never mentioned. Correspondence with BAT shows the following:

"I have been talking to the industry about the possibility of questioning the WHO’s priorities in the region.... Basically the industry would be interested (at some stage in the near future yet to be determined) in having you do a tour of South Africa, plus the neighbouring countries of Botswana, Namibia, Lesotho, etc. They would be interested in South Africa in having presentations made to the Ministries of Health and Finance, as well as constitutional advisors and regional/black governments. [BAT’s] companies in South Africa understand that this should be totally independent of the industry and I would like to discuss with you, (a) whether you would be prepared to do this and (b) if so, what platform/excuse you could use for your visit."²²⁴

(BAT, 1999)
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14. Women

Throughout the world, smoking by women is a serious, growing public health problem. Women, especially those in developing countries, constitute a major untapped market for the cigarette companies. The tobacco industry uses the expertise of marketing and promotion tactics developed over decades to reach these potential smokers. As early as 1950, the industry recognized that:

“A massive potential market still exists among women and young adults, cigarette industry leaders agreed, acknowledging that recruitment of these millions of prospective smokers comprises the major objective for the immediate future and on a long term basis as well.”

The tobacco industry has repeatedly used the theme of women’s independence in its advertising campaigns. In a report on the tobacco industry, the Investor Responsibility Research Center observed the following:

“Demographically, the population explosion in many underdeveloped countries ensures a large potential market for cigarettes. Culturally, demand may increase with the continuing emancipation of women and the linkages in the minds of many consumers of smoking manufactured cigarettes with modernization, sophistication, wealth, and success, a connection encouraged by much of the advertising of cigarettes throughout the world.”

The companies have targeted women with “low-tar” and “light” cigarette brands. In Imperial Tobacco’s advertising campaign for its Matineé Extra Mild Cigarettes in Canada, for example,

“Our woman is front and centre. She is unquestionably the star. She is happy and healthy. She is not a physical fitness fanatic, but loves to take part in healthy fun activities. And while she is good at them, she is not a champion… As the strategy dictates, her activities are not too strenuous or aerobic. Smoking a low [tar and nicotine] cigarette would be a logical extension of the lifestyle depicted...The theme ‘Feeling extra good, Smoking Extra Mild’, is a reflection of the feeling that seems to be indicated by prior research, that is: ‘Even though I smoke, I like to be active and look after myself—so I smoke an extra mild cigarette.”

(Imperial Tobacco, Canada, undated)

In developing countries, the tobacco industry uses its expertise in marketing and promotion to reach potential women smokers. The industry’s hope in Africa, Asia, and Latin America is that:

“…increasing smoking incidence among young women will serve to maintain starting incidence…(and that) further female incidence will continue to rise in these regions.

As a focus,… we are naturally more interested to learn how you plan to target the emerging young adult female smokers rather than the older female smokers.

The net result will be a continuing growth in incidence although at a slower rate than previously.”

(BAT, 1979)

Philip Morris’s Virginia Slims brand has led the way in targeting young women in Asia:

“…[W]e are naturally more interested to learn how you plan to target the emerging young adult female smokers rather than the older female smokers”

(Philip Morris, 1989)

In China, the company sees the need to boost brands “… which are currently small but which may have long-term development potential such as a female brand like Virginia Slims.”

(Philip Morris, 1980)

Despite their efforts to increase smoking rates among women, the tobacco industry does not want to be recognized for its efforts, as these 1989 comments about an impending U.S. government report show:

“Although overall smoking is not rising in Asian markets because of our imports, smoking among women may well be rising and the report will...”
certainly blame us...Burson-Marsteller agreed to do a search of literature and studies to try and find an expert on the changing lifestyles of Asian women to show that smoking is part of a larger picture.”

(Philip Morris, 1989)
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Another Reynolds document recognizes the importance of a new brand targeted at youth:

“Evidence is now available to indicate that the 14-18-year old group is an increasing segment of the smoking population. RJR-T must soon establish a successful new brand in this market if our position in the industry is to be maintained over the long term.”237

(R.J. Reynolds, 1976)

“Generally speaking in Asia, the full flavour segment is declining….
Despite that, Marlboro Red’s share of young adults and beginners is up everywhere which is encouraging.”238

(Philip Morris, 1994)

For the industry, therefore, it is imperative to target young smokers, although it frustrates them that in many countries they cannot directly advertise to them:

“It should be said that we are presently, and I believe unfairly, constrained from directly promoting cigarettes to the youth market. [I]f our company is to survive and prosper, over the long term we must get our share of the youth market….Thus we need new brands designed to be particularly attractive to the young smoker, while ideally at the same time appealing to all smokers….Perhaps these questions may be best approached by consideration of factors influencing pre-smokers to try smoking, learn to smoke, and become confirmed smokers.”239

(R.J. Reynolds, 1973)

For many years, the tobacco industry has pledged its unequivocal opposition to youth smoking and its commitment to reducing it. However, its private comments quoted below illustrate how disingenuous these pledges have always been. The fact is that cigarette companies are addicted to underage smoking. Almost 90 percent of all regular smokers begin at or before age 18, and hardly anybody tries a first cigarette outside of childhood.232 In other words, if large numbers of kids did not try smoking, become regular users, and turn into addicted adult smokers, the big cigarette companies would eventually not have enough adult customers to stay in business. In summary, marketing to youth is a commercial imperative for successful operation of a tobacco business because:

- New entrants to the market are needed to replace adult quitters or those that have died.
- New entrants are overwhelmingly drawn from the under 18 age group.
- Brand loyalty is formed early.
- Once formed, brand loyalty is hard and expensive to change.
- Early choice of brand generates revenue from smokers as they age.
- It follows, therefore, that marketing to teenagers is important for the viability of the industry as a whole and for success within the industry.

“Younger adult smokers have been the critical factor in the growth and decline of every major brand and company over the last 50 years….
If younger adults turn away from smoking, the industry must decline, just as a population which does not give birth will eventually dwindle.”233

(R.J. Reynolds, 1984)

“The loss of younger adult males and teenagers is more important to the long term, drying up the supply of new smokers to replace the old.
This is not a fixed loss to the industry: its importance increases with time.”234

(R.J. Reynolds, 1982)

“...the base of our business is the high school student.”235

(Lorillard, 1978)

An R.J. Reynolds marketing plan for 1975 outlines “Key Opportunity Areas” to

“Increase our young adult franchise….[I]n 1960, this young adult market, the 14-24 age group, represented 21% of the population….[T]hey will represent 27% of the population in 1975. They represent tomorrow’s cigarette business. As this 14–24 age group matures, they will account for a key share of the total cigarette volume—for at least the next 25 years….
Thus our strategy becomes clear for our established brands: Direct advertising appeal[s] to the younger smokers…”236

(R.J. Reynolds, 1974)

“...the base of our business is the high school student.”235

(Lorillard, 1978)
The industry has spent a huge amount of time studying what makes teenagers smoke. As Philip Morris researcher Myron E. Johnston wrote in a report analyzed data on people as young as 12.

"It is important to know as much as possible about teenage smoking patterns and attitudes. Today's teen-ager is tomorrow's potential regular customer, and the overwhelming majority of smokers first begin to smoke while in their teens..."(Imperial Tobacco, 1977)

Imperial Tobacco in Canada also employed market research consultants to see why people smoked:

"Since how the beginning smoker feels today has implications for the future of the industry, it follows that a study of this area would be of much interest. Project 16 was designed to do just that—to learn everything there was to learn about how smoking begins, how high school students feel about being smokers, and how they foresee their use of tobacco in the future." (Imperial Tobacco, 1981)

Philip Morris tried to investigate whether hyperactive children would be more likely to start smoking than "normal" children in an attempt to self-medicate with nicotine, but was hampered in its efforts to get access to school records:

"We have been seeking a data source to provide us with a large sample of hyperactive children, who, at the time of their diagnosis, were too young to be smokers. We would then track these children until they reached smoking age, and compare the proportion of smokers among them with the proportion among a control group...Although school records would seem best suited for such research...restrictions on access to records, on the length of time records can be kept, on the type of records which can be kept, and on the use of children in research without the informed consent of their parents will keep us out of the school systems until the rules are rewritten..." (Philip Morris, 1977)

The industry has spent a huge amount of time and money working out the image that brands must convey to entice youngsters to smoke them. It markets cigarettes as a statement of individuality, rebellion, and a right of passage to adulthood to youngsters looking for reassurance and an identity:

"A new brand aimed at the young smoker must somehow become the 'in' brand and its promotion should emphasise togetherness, belonging and group acceptance, while at the same time emphasising individuality and 'doing one's own thing'...[T]he teens and early twenties are periods of intense psychological stress, restlessness, and boredom. Many socially awkward situations are encountered. The minute or two required to stop and light a cigarette, ask for a light, find an ash tray, and the like provide something to do during periods of awkwardness and boredom...The fragile, developing self-image of the young person needs all of the support and enhancement it can get...This self-image enhancement effect has traditionally been a strong promotional theme for cigarette brands and should continue to be emphasised...[A] careful study of the current youth jargon, together with a review of currently used high school American history books and like sources for valued things, might be a good start at finding a good brand name and image theme. This is obviously a task for marketing people, not research people." (Philip Morris, 1980)

"The first cigarette is a noxious experience to the novice. To account for the fact that the beginning smoker will tolerate the unpleasantness we must invoke a psychological motive. Smoking a cigarette for the beginner is a symbolic act. I am no longer my mother's child, I'm tough, I am an adventurer, I'm not square. Whatever the individual intent, the act of smoking remains a symbolic declaration of personal identity...The force from the psychological symbolism, the pharmacological effect takes over to sustain the habit." (Philip Morris, 1980)

The advertising agency, Ted Bates, explains how to market to children—by positioning the product as "adult":

"In the young smoker's mind, a cigarette falls into the same category with wine, beer, shaving, wearing a bra (or purposely not wearing one), declaration of independence, and striving for self-identity...Thus, an attempt to reach young smokers, starters, should be based, among others, on the following major parameters:

• Present the cigarette as one of the few initiations into the adult world.
• Present the cigarette as part of the illegal pleasure category of products and activities.
• In your ads create a situation taken from the day-to-day life of the young smoker but in an elegant manner have this situation touch on the basic symbols of the growing-up, maturity process.
• To the best of your ability, [considering some legal constraints], relate the cigarette to pot, wine, beer, sex, etc." (Imperial Tobacco, 1975)

Of course the tobacco industry would like people to believe that internal documents discussing the
targeting of young people reflect "the old way of doing business" and that it has changed its ways. Yet recent documents show that it's business as usual. A 1998 Rothmans document shows why marketing is so essential for motivation of the young smoker:

"Young adult smokers looking for reassurance that they are doing the right thing...Young adult smokers are also searching for an identity. Cigarettes have a key role to play as they are an ever-present statement of identity. By inference, if a brand of cigarettes does not convey much in the way of image values, there may well be little reason for a young adult smoker to persist with or adopt the brand. Strong image values can help establish an identity; weak image values are of no use."246

(Rothmans, 1998)

Indeed, an advertising agency hired by Gallaher discloses how

"Smoking for these people is still a badge. A sign of maturity, discouragement and independence."247

(Rothmans, 1998)

The same ad agency asks, "What do we want this work to achieve? We want more 18-34 year old blokes smoking B&H [Benson & Hedges] than ever before. We want to see these dudes ripping-up packets of Marlboro and Camel and treating them with the disdain that second-rate, American filth deserves. For Christ's sake what the hell are people doing smoked by 'cowhands' and not by the "cowhands" than ever before. We want more 18-34 year old young and, if you like, the young at heart. That's who we are aiming at in the local market and early indications are that we're on target."513

(Terence Sullivan, a sales representative for R.J. Reynolds, says:)

"We were targeting kids, and I said at the time it was unethical and maybe illegal, but I was told it was just company policy."

Sullivan remembers someone asking who exactly were the young people that R.J. Reynolds was targeting—junior high school kids or even younger? The reply was "They got lips? We want them."514

(R.J. Reynolds, 1983)

"What do we want this work to achieve? We want more 18-34 year old blokes smoking B&H [Benson & Hedges] than ever before. We want to see these dudes ripping-up packets of Marlboro and Camel and treating them with the disdain that second-rate, American filth deserves. For Christ's sake what the hell are people doing smoked by 'cowhands' and not by the "cowhands" than ever before. We want more 18-34 year old young and, if you like, the young at heart. That's who we are aiming at in the local market and early indications are that we're on target."513

(Gordon Watson, general manager of BAT in Hong Kong, on sponsorship of the Macau Grand Prix:)

"We're not handing out money for nothing. We have gone into this very thoroughly and the entire JPS publicity is built around motor racing, seen as a fast, exciting, trendy sport for the young and, if you like, the young at heart. That's who we are aiming at in the local market and early indications are that we're on target."513

In order to deflect growing criticism about their deliberate targeting of young people, the tobacco companies have recently pledged their opposition to youth smoking and their commitment to reducing it through designing and funding youth prevention programs. However, the evidence from tobacco industry documents suggests that companies have conceived,

Focus on TV, cinema, and innovative outdoor campaigns; explore new programming, e.g., MTV.515

(Philip Morris, 1991)

According to marketing specialists working for the tobacco industry, Formula One sponsorship would help make Gallaher's UK Benson & Hedges brand more youthful, dynamic, and exciting. The image of Formula One is "international, glamorous, challenging, fast, furious, dangerous, living life to the full and living life on the edge." Indeed,

"...[By sponsoring Formula One respondents claimed it made them believe that Benson & Hedges was a big, major league, very powerful brand with plenty of money. It also lent associations to the brand with young, fast, racy, adult, exciting, aspirational but attainable environments. It was coherent with all that respondents knew of the brand but also extended associative territory to make the brand more youthful, more dynamic, and more exciting."514

(Gallaher, 1996)

In order to deflect growing criticism about their deliberate targeting of young people, the tobacco companies have recently pledged their opposition to youth smoking and their commitment to reducing it through designing and funding youth prevention programs. However, the evidence from tobacco industry documents suggests that companies have conceived,
lobbied for, and funded youth prevention programs as a public relations strategy to forestall regulation:

“...a program to discourage teens from smoking [an adult decision] might prevent or delay further regulation of the tobacco industry.”

(Tobacco Institute, 1982)

“As we discussed, the ultimate means for determining the success of this [youth] program will be: 1) A reduction in legislation introduced and passed restricting or banning our sales and marketing activities; 2) Passage of legislation favourable to the industry; 3) Greater support from business, parent, and teacher groups.”

(Philip Morris, 1994)

A 1994 memo from Philip Morris Latin America makes clear the industry’s motivation for launching its youth programs:

“Increasing pressure from anti-tobacco forces in Latin America has created the need to explore various options to counter negative publicity... Taking into consideration the emerging adverse legislative climate in the region, we have an opportunity to create goodwill for the tobacco industry by going public with a campaign to discourage juvenile smoking.”

(Philip Morris, 1994)

Indeed, the companies are sometimes quite explicit about the fact that their supposed “antismoking” advertisements in fact attract children to smoking. In the mid-1990s, for example, Philip Morris hired the Leo Burnett advertising agency to develop a commercial using animated characters that could be used throughout Latin America. The firm developed a sample ad using a “family” of animated characters. A report summarizing audience reactions in Brazil to the “Matches” commercial said that

“...its impact may even induce the feeling (mainly among nonsmokers) that this television commercial is a warning against smoking, an anti-smoking campaign...This educational aspect clashes at times with the promotion of cigarettes and, consequently, evokes and/or suggests a stimulus for consumption, such as the lighted match and the Cigarette Industry as a sponsor...If this ambiguity may at first negatively affect the commercial, it is at the same time its strong element... It sells cigarettes as an option and not as a fad, in addition to having an educational appeal which aims at enlightening and not prohibiting. The commercial is aimed at teenagers and, on a lesser scale, at parents. The presentation in the form of a cartoon is attractive and, due to its childish character, it will hopefully attract children’s attention...Indications are that this advertisement will distinguish the manufacturer from its competitors and improve its image before the public in general.”

(Philip Morris, 1994)

Of course, the tobacco companies are very particular about what types of youth programs they will support and which kind they will not:

“Brown & Williamson] will not support a youth smoking program which discourages young people from smoking.”

(Tobacco Institute, 1983)

A 1991 Corporate Affairs Plan from Philip Morris Australia identifies youth programs as a way to counter the domestic antismoking movement:

“The industry has been reactive and aggressive in tone. It generally lacks support, allowing the anti’s to effectively keep the focus on the health issue. The implications of Australian antismoking activity are significant because Australia serves as a seedbed for anti-smoking programs around the world.”

To reverse these trends and “Make PM [Philip Morris] the ‘responsible’ tobacco company,” the plan calls for the company to

“Get politicians to ‘force’ action on the industry via...youth ‘non smoking’ campaign.”

(Philip Morris, 1982)

A 1991 Tobacco Institute memo provides further insight into the industry’s motives for sponsoring youth programs:

“The youth program and its individual parts support the [Tobacco] Institute’s objective of discouraging unfair and counterproductive federal, state and local restrictions on cigarette advertising, by:

- Reinforcing the belief that peer pressure—not advertising—is the cause of youth smoking.
- Seizing the political center and forcing the antismokers to an extreme...

The strategy is fairly simple:

- Heavily promote industry opposition to youth smoking.
- Align industry with broader, more sophisticated view of the problem, i.e., parental inability to offset peer pressure.
- Work with and through credible child welfare professionals and educators to tackle the ‘problem.’
- Bait anti-tobacco forces to criticize industry efforts. Focus media attention on anti’s extremism. Anticipate and blunt anti’s strongest points.
- Establish the sense of a growing, well-accepted program by encouraging a proliferation of small, local projects, and appropriate co-ventures with other TI allies. Avoid dependency on any one organization...”

(Philip Morris, 1994)
In addition to so-called youth smoking programs, the industry has been promoting ineffective youth access measures. In 1995, a Philip Morris executive stated that "If we don’t do something fast to project the sense of industry responsibility regarding the youth access issue, we are going to be looking at severe marketing restrictions in a very short time. Those restrictions will pave the way for equally severe legislation or regulation on where adults are allowed to smoke."262

(Philip Morris, 1995)

However, her colleague added, "If we can frame proactive legislation or other kinds of action on the Youth Access issue...we will be protecting our industry for decades to come."263

(Philip Morris, 1995)
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For the past 50 years, top tobacco industry executives have faced a dilemma—how to reconcile what their scientists were telling them privately about health and addiction with what they were saying publicly. For decades, the companies stood together, denying every accusation thrown at them. When faced with political or legal challenges, the industry made pious announcements that turned out to be nothing more than empty public relations gestures. But there came a point when the overwhelming weight of independent evidence meant that the “deny everything at all costs” strategy simply became untenable. This fact has been understood within the industry for more than 20 years.

Take this secret BAT 1980 memo:

“The company’s position on causation is simply not believed by the overwhelming majority of independent observers, scientists and doctors….The industry is unable to argue satisfactorily for its own continued existence, because all arguments eventually lead back to the primary issue of causation, and at this point our position is unacceptable….Our position on causation, which we have maintained for some twenty years in order to defend our industry is in danger of becoming the very factor which inhibits our long term viability….On balance, it is the opinion of this department that we should now move to position B, namely, that we acknowledge ‘the probability that smoking is harmful to a small percentage of heavy smokers’….By giving a little we may gain a lot. By giving nothing we stand to lose everything.”

A defining moment for the industry came in the mid-1990s, when internal tobacco documents, a tiny sample of which appear in this report, found their way into the public domain. The documents exposed the lies that the industry had promoted for so long and forced a change in the public position of the industry. Over the past five years many of the leading cigarette manufacturers have been forced to issue new policy positions on smoking and health issues. These positions have been accompanied by a barrage of industry propaganda stating that the industry has seen the error of its ways and can now be trusted. In essence, the companies are asking for a second chance. As a Philip Morris Asia executive put it in 1999:

“All that our industry can rightfully ask is that society give us a chance, give us some time, and judge us over the long term by our actions…and on the public’s perception of our industry that results from them.”

Many of the companies have posted slick Web sites to tell the public how they are now “responsible” manufacturers of a “risky product” in a “controversial industry.” Understandably, these changes have not been met with much enthusiasm. In the words of the influential UK Health Select Committee:

“It seems to us that the companies have sought to undermine the scientific consensus until such time as that position appears ridiculous. So the companies now generally accept that smoking is dangerous (but put forward distracting arguments to suggest that epidemiology is not an exact science, so that the figures for those killed by tobacco may be exaggerated); are equivocal about nicotine’s addictiveness; and are still attempting to undermine the argument that passive smoking is dangerous. The current exceptions to this—based on the evidence they gave us—are firstly Philip Morris who claim no longer to comment on these issues except to protect themselves in law and secondly Imperial who claim not to know whether smoking is dangerous or nicotine addictive.”

So has the industry really changed, or are these new policy positions purely public relations puffery? In October 1999, Philip Morris announced that

“Philip Morris has decided it will no longer publicly debate whether smoking causes disease in smokers, or is addictive, except as necessary in the courtroom or other forums in which we are required to do so. In today’s environment, we don’t think it’s in the public interest—or frankly in the interest of our company, or the industry—to engage in public debates on these topics. Our approach is to support a single consistent message on these issues which adult consumers should rely on in making all smoking related decisions.”
The company then posted on its website a statement seemingly accepting the medical and scientific consensus that cigarette smoking is addictive and causes lung cancer and other diseases. But old habits die hard, and after the statement garnered significant publicity, Philip Morris executives and attorneys repeatedly stated that the company still does not accept these scientific conclusions. In fact, only a month after it posted its “new” position, Philip Morris stated, in sworn court documents in the state of New York, that “nicotine in cigarettes is not ‘addictive’ under objective, scientifically verifiable pharmacological criteria used to define that term.”

The company went on to say that while it admitted that cigarette smoking is a “risk factor for, and may in fact cause, certain kinds of diseases in humans...it has not be scientifically established whether cigarette smoking causes any of these diseases in humans.”

Brown & Williamson also issued a new statement because the company realized that its policy of denial was actually causing more harm than good. “Articulation of our position had become an obstacle to working with the government, the public health community and in communicating with the public,” said B&W.

This said, the company still tries to fudge the health issue:

“The percentage of smokers developing diseases like lung cancer also varies between different populations. Nevertheless, for certain diseases, including lung cancer, studies in the U.S. and elsewhere indicate that the risks are strong and consistent. This suggests that smoking is a cause of (or a contributor to) disease in humans. However, we know of no way to verify that smoking is a cause of any particular person’s adverse health or why smoking may have adverse health effects on some people and not others.”

And B&W still denies that the company had ever manipulated nicotine levels:

“Cigarettes are made from natural materials that are inherently variable. However, Brown & Williamson, like every cigarette manufacturer, uses technological means to manufacture consistent products. Nicotine levels are measured to ensure product consistency and that published figures are correct. The allegation that we alter the amount or nature of nicotine in order to addict smokers is simply not true; neither are the allegations that cigarettes are ‘spiked’ with added nicotine.”

The company also continues to reiterate the old canard that tobacco sponsorship is only about brand recognition:

“Sponsorships provide a public service by funding an event, such as a music concert or sports contest, for enjoyment by the public. Cigarette sponsorships encourage the recognition of Brown & Williamson brands rather than competitive brands of cigarettes and serve a role in building brand image.”

Other companies, while trying to appear responsible, have not really changed at all. B&W’s parent, BAT, still denies that ETS is a health problem. “The claim that ETS presents a health hazard is not supported by the science,” says BAT. Gallaher’s position on ETS is similar:

“Whilst readily accepting that environmental tobacco smoke can be a source of considerable annoyance to non-smokers, the conclusions reached by those in the public health community appear to be based upon weak and inconclusive science.”

Likewise with smoking and addiction, many of the companies either deny the claim or fudge the issue. According to Ian Birks of Gallaher, “The confusion in the debate is when we get to the use of the word addiction because it is an emotive word. It is a word which tends to get used in many different ways... We know of people who are addicted to soap operas, tea, coffee, cream cakes, chips, etc. The difficulty is that when the word is used broadly to describe all kinds of behavioural habits, then clearly smoking is a habit. It can be a strong habit for some people, but we reject the fact that people are addicted to smoking and cannot stop smoking because they can and do.”

BAT also fudges the issues by arguing that “people say they are addicted to particular foods, using the internet, taking exercise, watching certain television programmes, or even to working.”

Gareth Davis, the CEO of Imperial, also denies that smoking is addictive, saying that smoking “does not conform to what I see as addiction.” Davis also dismisses 40 years of evidence showing that smoking causes cancer:

“I do not think that we can say that it [smoking] is safe or unsafe... We do not know whether it is safe or unsafe.” He added that “we do not agree that smoking has been shown to be a cause [of certain diseases].”

A
d, just as some companies still deny that smoking is dangerous, others working for the industry deny that they have ever deceived the public. In March 2001, the latest trial in the United States against the cigarette industry started. New York’s largest insurer, Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield, accused the tobacco industry of driving up health care costs with a 40-year campaign of deception. However, the lead defense attorney for Philip Morris said that the cigarette companies had never conspired to mislead the public about the health hazards of smoking:

“It isn’t so; it didn’t happen.”

“The percentage of smokers developing diseases like lung cancer also varies between different populations. Nevertheless, for certain diseases, including lung cancer, studies in the U.S. and elsewhere indicate that the risks are strong and consistent. This suggests that smoking is a cause of (or a contributor to) disease in humans. However, we know of no way to verify that smoking is a cause of any particular person’s adverse health or why smoking may have adverse health effects on some people and not others.”

And B&W still denies that the company had ever manipulated nicotine levels:

“Cigarettes are made from natural materials that are inherently variable. However, Brown & Williamson, like every cigarette manufacturer, uses technological means to manufacture consistent products. Nicotine levels are measured to ensure product consistency and that published figures are correct. The allegation that we alter the amount or nature of nicotine in order to addict smokers is simply not true; neither are the allegations that cigarettes are ‘spiked’ with added nicotine.”

The company also continues to reiterate the old canard that tobacco sponsorship is only about brand recognition:

“Sponsorships provide a public service by funding an event, such as a music concert or sports contest, for enjoyment by the public. Cigarette sponsorships encourage the recognition of Brown & Williamson brands rather than competitive brands of cigarettes and serve a role in building brand image.”

Other companies, while trying to appear responsible, have not really changed at all. B&W’s parent, BAT, still denies that ETS is a health problem. “The claim that ETS presents a health hazard is not supported by the science,” says BAT. Gallaher’s position on ETS is similar:

“Whilst readily accepting that environmental tobacco smoke can be a source of considerable annoyance to non-smokers, the conclusions reached by those in the public health community appear to be based upon weak and inconclusive science.”

Likewise with smoking and addiction, many of the companies either deny the claim or fudge the issue. According to Ian Birks of Gallaher, “The confusion in the debate is when we get to the use of the word addiction because it is an emotive word. It is a word which tends to get used in many different ways... We know of people who are addicted to soap operas, tea, coffee, cream cakes, chips, etc. The difficulty is that when the word is used broadly to describe all kinds of behavioural habits, then clearly smoking is a habit. It can be a strong habit for some people, but we reject the fact that people are addicted to smoking and cannot stop smoking because they can and do.”

BAT also fudges the issues by arguing that “people say they are addicted to particular foods, using the internet, taking exercise, watching certain television programmes, or even to working.”

Gareth Davis, the CEO of Imperial, also denies that smoking is addictive, saying that smoking “does not conform to what I see as addiction.” Davis also dismisses 40 years of evidence showing that smoking causes cancer:

“I do not think that we can say that it [smoking] is safe or unsafe... We do not know whether it is safe or unsafe.” He added that “we do not agree that smoking has been shown to be a cause [of certain diseases].”

A
nd, just as some companies still deny that smoking is dangerous, others working for the industry deny that they have ever deceived the public. In March 2001, the latest trial in the United States against the cigarette industry started. New York’s largest insurer, Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield, accused the tobacco industry of driving up health care costs with a 40-year campaign of deception. However, the lead defense attorney for Philip Morris said that the cigarette companies had never conspired to mislead the public about the health hazards of smoking:

“It isn’t so; it didn’t happen.”

“The percentage of smokers developing diseases like lung cancer also varies between different populations. Nevertheless, for certain diseases, including lung cancer, studies in the U.S. and elsewhere indicate that the risks are strong and consistent. This suggests that smoking is a cause of (or a contributor to) disease in humans. However, we know of no way to verify that smoking is a cause of any particular person’s adverse health or why smoking may have adverse health effects on some people and not others.”

And B&W still denies that the company had ever manipulated nicotine levels:

“Cigarettes are made from natural materials that are inherently variable. However, Brown & Williamson, like every cigarette manufacturer, uses technological means to manufacture consistent products. Nicotine levels are measured to ensure product consistency and that published figures are correct. The allegation that we alter the amount or nature of nicotine in order to addict smokers is simply not true; neither are the allegations that cigarettes are ‘spiked’ with added nicotine.”

The company also continues to reiterate the old canard that tobacco sponsorship is only about brand recognition:

“Sponsorships provide a public service by funding an event, such as a music concert or sports contest, for enjoyment by the public. Cigarette sponsorships encourage the recognition of Brown & Williamson brands rather than competitive brands of cigarettes and serve a role in building brand image.”

Other companies, while trying to appear responsible, have not really changed at all. B&W’s parent, BAT, still denies that ETS is a health problem. “The claim that ETS presents a health hazard is not supported by the science,” says BAT. Gallaher’s position on ETS is similar:

“Whilst readily accepting that environmental tobacco smoke can be a source of considerable annoyance to non-smokers, the conclusions reached by those in the public health community appear to be based upon weak and inconclusive science.”

Likewise with smoking and addiction, many of the companies either deny the claim or fudge the issue. According to Ian Birks of Gallaher, “The confusion in the debate is when we get to the use of the word addiction because it is an emotive word. It is a word which tends to get used in many different ways... We know of people who are addicted to soap operas, tea, coffee, cream cakes, chips, etc. The difficulty is that when the word is used broadly to describe all kinds of behavioural habits, then clearly smoking is a habit. It can be a strong habit for some people, but we reject the fact that people are addicted to smoking and cannot stop smoking because they can and do.”

BAT also fudges the issues by arguing that “people say they are addicted to particular foods, using the internet, taking exercise, watching certain television programmes, or even to working.”

Gareth Davis, the CEO of Imperial, also denies that smoking is addictive, saying that smoking “does not conform to what I see as addiction.” Davis also dismisses 40 years of evidence showing that smoking causes cancer:

“I do not think that we can say that it [smoking] is safe or unsafe... We do not know whether it is safe or unsafe.” He added that “we do not agree that smoking has been shown to be a cause [of certain diseases].”

A
nd, just as some companies still deny that smoking is dangerous, others working for the industry deny that they have ever deceived the public. In March 2001, the latest trial in the United States against the cigarette industry started. New York’s largest insurer, Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield, accused the tobacco industry of driving up health care costs with a 40-year campaign of deception. However, the lead defense attorney for Philip Morris said that the cigarette companies had never conspired to mislead the public about the health hazards of smoking:

“It isn’t so; it didn’t happen.”
So as the companies try to rewrite the past and deny the facts of the present, they want to be trusted to regulate themselves. When BAT released a statement in the year 2000 detailing what it called a “quantum leap” for tobacco regulation, it turned out to be nothing more than another call for voluntary agreements rather than comprehensive regulation. The company’s continued resistance to binding regulation and legislation is consistent with the industry’s efforts not to be held accountable for the death and disease that its products cause. Experience in country after country has shown that voluntary codes, whether on advertising or disclosure, simply do not work. The industry favors voluntary codes because they can be subverted and violated without any risk of sanction.

Evidence of the tobacco industry’s continued resistance to effective regulation is reflected in its stance on WHO’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control currently being negotiated in Geneva. In the words of BAT:

“The WHO, in its Framework Convention on Tobacco Control, is attempting to develop a comprehensive and legally binding international treaty that seeks to deny access to a legal product enjoyed by hundreds of millions of adult smokers around the world....Forcing farmers to replace crops, creating a complete ban on any in-store product, and to cap it all, classification of the cigarette as a pharmaceutical product!...In short, the implication is that we, as an industry, don’t take our social and economic responsibility seriously, that we aren’t capable of pro-active self-regulation, and that we need to be nannied by governments. We know that this is not the case and it is now up to us to correct these misconstrued views of our industry. It is time to push back—and we need to make our case, in a compelling way.”

The tobacco industry is asking governments and the public to trust it, yet it has done nothing to earn that trust. In effect, the industry is saying “this time, we really mean it.” Unfortunately, these companies have said the same thing before when faced with real threats to their profits. If the nations of the world cannot once and for all conclude that the tobacco industry should not be trusted, they will continue to suffer the disease, death, and disability caused by the industry’s promotion of its products and its search for profit.
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Annex II:
Searching Tobacco Industry Documents: Basic Information, Steps, and Hints

As part of its settlement agreements with a number of U.S. states, the tobacco industry was forced to disclose millions of pages of internal documents, a large percentage of which are now publicly available on the World Wide Web. These documents have provided important revelations—from the tobacco industry's role in facilitating cigarette smuggling to industry efforts to enhance the addictive nature of its products—thus helping spur legislative and regulatory action. This continuing challenge for tobacco control advocates is how to search through these documents to find the most relevant documents for legislative and regulatory efforts and then use them to good effect.

Document Web Sites for U.S.-based Tobacco Companies
There is a plethora of document Web sites, some more user-friendly than others. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has compiled links to all of the major document sites. On this page one can find direct links and some search tips to a number of document sites, including:
- Brown & Williamson
  (the U.S. subsidiary of British American Tobacco) http://www.bw.aalatg.com/
- Council for Tobacco Research
  http://www.ct-us.org/ct/
- Lorillard Tobacco Company
  http://www.lorillarddocs.com
- Minnesota Blue Cross/Blue Shield Tobacco Litigation
  http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/industrydocs/mlsblue/sf
- R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
  http://www.rjrtdocs.com/rjrtdocs.com/
- Philip Morris
  http://www.pmdocs.com
- The Tobacco Institute http://www.tobaccoconstitute.com/
- University of California at San Francisco's Brown & Williamson Collection
  http://pals.library.ucsf.edu/tobacco/bw.html

Other Important Sites:
- http://www.tobaccodocuments.org
  A meta-site that allows you to search multiple Web sites at once as well as look at various collections that researchers have compiled.
  Links to document sites and compilations of quotes from industry documents.

British American Tobacco Documents:
British American Tobacco (BAT) was allowed to place its documents in a separate repository in Guildford, England rather than placing them online.27 A limited subset of these documents can be found online at:
  - http://www.cctc.ca

Getting Started
For beginners, the Philip Morris site is one of the easiest to use and contains a large number of useful documents. Becoming proficient with this site first will help advocates better understand the more difficult sites.

How to Begin:
The best way to explain how to use the document sites is to start with an example. Let's say you want to know about Philip Morris's marketing plans in China. If you go to the Philip Morris document site, http://www.pmdocs.com and type the word "China" as your search criteria, you will find this search returns 2,231 documents—clearly too many to look through. To narrow your search further, add the phrase "and marketing" to the search criteria. A search of "China and marketing" returns 108 documents. This is a much better, but still an unwieldy number. Let's say you first want to look at sports sponsorships. Add the word "sports" to the search criteria, so it reads "China and marketing and sports." This search will return 11 documents, including a 1991 marketing plan for Asia (http://www.pmdocs.com/getallimg.asp?DOCID=2504051355A/1404) and a 1990 speech detailing Philip Morris's promotional activities in Asia, including sponsorships and point of sale promotions (http://www.pmdocs.com/getallimg.asp?DOCID=2504051355A/1406).

Bear in mind that the search engines on the sites are only able to search the indices of the documents, rather than entire text of the document. Thus, those documents that contain the term "China" in the text, but not in the index, will not appear in a search for that term.

Search Tips and Tactics
When searching, keep a pad of paper handy to record code names of special projects, interesting terms, employer names and titles and other words that could aid in later searches.

Keywords:
Aside from specific search terms, there are some generic key words to keep in mind:
- "Memos" (written correspondence between company employees)
- "Plan" (can help you find countrywide marketing plans)
- "Letter" (written correspondence, usually with people outside the company)
- "Publication" (articles published in journals or other periodicals)
- "Sponsor" (usually a newspaper or magazine article)
- "Title" (the industry's word for e-mail as well as overseas letters)
- "Confidential"—Be sure to find the most confidential information, you can also try adding the terms "attorney work product" or just "work product" to your search criteria. Some of the most sensitive documents were given this designation in an attempt to shield them from the public.
  - As you will find out when you start searching, the companies use code names and acronyms for many of their
campaigns, internal studies, and research projects. Examples include “Project 16,” “Operation Downunder” and “FLUBPA” (see R.J. Reynolds’ acronym for “First Unbranded Young Adult Smoker”). These code names and acronyms can help you zero in on a particular project while excluding many extraneous documents.

- The courts have placed a unique “Bates Number” on each page of every document. These identifying numbers are stamped on the page, usually vertically, on the lower left corner of each document. Record the Bates numbers of important documents to use as references and make them easier to find again.

- Note the names and titles of the employees on the documents that you find. Often, one executive is put in charge of a company’s political and/or marketing activities in a certain part of the world. Searching for documents authored by this person can reveal a cache of information about how the industry acted in certain countries. Also, these executives usually turn in regular reports to their headquarters about their division’s activities. These reports can be a tremendous source of information.

Storing Documents for Later Use

The Philip Morris, Lorillard, and Tobacco Institute all allow you to “bookmark” documents. Any documents that you think are particularly important or that you might need in the future should be bookmarked. To do this, click the “view all pages” button, and then in your browser click the “add bookmarks” button. If you are using Internet Explorer it will prompt you to type in an identifying phrase into the “bookmark properties,” whereas with Netscape you will have to go into the “old bookmarks” section to type in the phrase. If you do not add these annotations, your bookmarks will just say “image viewer” and will not reflect the contents of the document itself, or even the title.

Where to Go for Further Help

The search instructions posted at each site contain basic information that every document researcher should read before searching. These contain vital instructions such as how to properly format search terms. Always read these instructions before proceeding! Consult the examples offered within them as your first step in addressing problems.

You may also be able to get assistance from other experienced researchers by joining the tobacco industry document discussion list “disc-talk” and “inttabo-talk” on the Web. To sign up for these lists, go to http://www.smoke-screen.org.

Technical Requirements

Internet Connection Speed:

Modern and telephone lines that support a 28.8 kbps (baud rate) should be adequate for viewing documents without being so slow as to be completely frustrating. At this speed, an average page of text should take between 5 and 7 seconds to load, while a 50-page document could take 6 to 8 minutes to load. Higher-speed internet connections (such as DSL, ISDN, satellite, or wireless services) offer faster download times but cost more and generally are available only in major urban centers.

Processing Speed:

To view the documents it is recommended that you have a minimum of 32 MB of RAM upgrading the amount of RAM is relatively simple on most computers.

Software:

In order to view the documents, you will need a recent version of a Web browser such as - Internet Explorer (http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/search.asp?) or Netscape Navigator (http://home.netscape.com/celestial/downloads/down-load.html), which can be downloaded for free. You will also want a copy of Adobe Acrobat, a file-viewing program that can also be downloaded for free at (http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep.html) The Brown & Williamson Web site requires its own unique viewer, which you can download free at that site.

Other Frequently Asked Questions

A. How do I find a document if I only have the Bates number?

A. If, after typing in the Bates number on the appropriate site, you get the message “no records match your search”, you’ll need to try substituting a wildcard symbol (*) for the last digit in the Bates number. If that doesn’t work, try substituting two wildcards for the last two digits of the number. The idea is to find numbers that are very close to the one you’re looking for. Also, some sites respond to entering the Bates number of the starting page instead of the number for the entire document.

A. Do all the sites respond to narrowing searches by using the word “and”?

A. No, on some sites you have to use a symbol such as the “*” sign to indicate the search term “and.” Read the search directions on each site to find out whether words or symbols are used on each site for terms such as “and” or “or.”

A. How should I search for phrases such as “Philip Morris”? Do I type in Philip Morris or Philip and Morris?

A. To find every occurrence of the company name Philip Morris you would type it exactly the way the name of the company appears. Likewise, if you want to find every occurrence of the two-word phrase political strategy, type the two words together just like that. However, if you want to find every document with both the words political and strategy contained somewhere in the description but not necessarily together, enter political and strategy as the search criteria.

A. What about my privacy? Will the tobacco companies know I’m searching?

A. No, outside of奥林匹亚 it verification. You should print documents directly from the site while you are online. For those sites that allow you to view and print documents in PDF format, you can save the document to your computer by clicking the “save” icon. It is possible to use a scanner to scan in the text from a printout, although the character recognition software is still somewhat crude.

A. I’ve tried searching for a particular word or phrase but get nothing. How can I have a more productive search?

A. By default, think of every other possible phrase that could possibly turn up something on the subject for which you are searching. If you’re looking for information about China, also try phrases such as “Far East,” or “Asia.” Most important, read carefully what you do find. The more you read, the more terms you will discover that will return a productive search. Take note of the authors’ names, the jargon and acronyms that the companies use to refer to particular regions, projects, marketing techniques, etc. and then start searching for documents with those words and names.

(Reprinted with permission from the 11th World Conference on Tobacco Or Health)


28Researchers wishing to view these documents must contact Martyn Gilbey at BAT to set up an appointment (tel. 44-171-845-1466; fax. 44-171-845-2783).